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相互依存ネットワークの
次数相関の影響	  

2013年11月22日  第6回情報ネットワーク科学研究会 本研究の大まかな特徴

相互依存ネットワークというモデルの耐性解析を
行った．

その際に，ネットワーク内，ネットワーク間の両方
に次数相関（次数-次数相関）が入るようなモデルに
対して，解析手法を提案した．

手法として，Cavity法というスピングラス理論におい
て発展してきた理論を使った．
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相互依存ネットワーク

動機
現実世界のネットワークは単一で存在しているわけではない．一つ一つのネット
ワークがより大きなシステムの要素も兼ねており，各ネットワーク間に自明ではな
い相互作用が存在するものとして考えられる．	  
	  
サイトの一部に故障が生じた場合，ネットワーク間の相互作用が存在する為に，故
障が部分から全体へと拡大してしまう事態も考えられる．	  
	  
ネットワークの耐性を考えたとき，単一ネットワークにおいて見積もられる耐性は
過大評価である可能性がある．

Ref:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interdependent_networks

相互依存ネットワークで表される事例

•  インフラネットワーク　　	  
•  輸送ネットワーク　　　　	  
•  経済ネットワーク　　　　

電力ネットワークとコミュニケーションネットワーク	  
港（空）ネットワークと港（海）ネットワーク	  
銀行ネットワークにおける預金利用性と商会ネットワー
クによる経済生産

GC  (giant  component)  
生存していてかつ互いに結合している部分集合のなかで最大のもの（耐性評価のための指
標になる．） 4	13/11/22	 第6回情報ネットワーク科学研究会	
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正の相関"
高い次数のサイトとつな
がりやすいのは，高い次
数のサイトである．"

負の相関"
高次のサイトは低い次
数のサイトとつながり
やすい."

中立"
サイト同士が結びつく確
率はランダムである．"

Ref. Albert-László Barabási , ‘Network Science ’!

次数相関
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the intra- and internetwork degree–degree correlations on
the robustness of interdependent networks. Our method
is based on the statistical mechanics cavity method de-
veloped for disordered systems [40–42] and evaluates the
probability that a pair of interdependent sites character-
ized by their degrees belongs to the GC by utilizing the
tree approximation under the assumption that a GC of
size O(N) is formed.

The resultant methodology can be regarded as a gener-
alization of the well-known generating function formalism
(GFF) that systematically evaluates various topological
quantities by converting a graph into a transcendental
equation of a single variable. One can analytically show
that our methodology is reduced to the GFF in the ab-
sence of any degree correlations; solving a set of nonlin-
ear equations with respect to multiple variables, which
cannot be achieved with the standard GFF, is indispens-
able for evaluating the size of the GC in the presence of
degree–degree correlations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In section II, we briefly summarize the elemental con-
cepts necessary for our investigation. In section III, we
develop our analytical methodology on the basis of the
cavity method and discuss its relationship with the GFF.
In section IV, which is the main part of this paper, we
demonstrate how the developed method is applied to in-
terdependent networks, with the results for simple ex-
amples shown in section V. We end the paper with a
summary.

II. PRELIMINARIES ON NETWORKS

We introduce here the definitions of several concepts
that are necessary for our analysis of interdependent net-
works. We denote the degree distribution by p(k), which
indicates the fraction of sites of degree k in a network.
Based on this, we can define the degree distribution of
a bond r(k), which represents the probability that one
terminal of a randomly chosen bond has degree k:

r(k) =
kp(k)P
l lp(l)

=
kp(k)

hki , (1)

where hki is the average degree when a site in the network
is chosen randomly.

Although the degree distribution is a fundamental fea-
ture, it is not su�cient to fully characterize the network
properties [39]. For instance, social networks exhibit
the assortative tendency that high-degree sites attach to
other high-degree sites. In contrast, technological and bi-
ological networks exhibit the disassortative tendency that
high-degree sites preferentially connect with low-degree
sites, and vice versa. To introduce such tendencies in a
simple manner, we characterize our network ensembles
by utilizing the joint degree–degree distribution r(k, l),
which is the probability that the two terminal sites of a
randomly chosen bond have degrees k and l. From this

definition, one can relate r(k, l) to p(k) and r(k) as

X

l

r(k, l) = r(k) =
kp(k)P
l lp(l)

, (2)

for 8k.
Furthermore, the joint distribution is used to evaluate

the conditional distribution r(k|l), i.e., the probability
that one terminal site of a randomly chosen bond has
degree k given that the other terminal site has degree l,
as

r(k|l) = r(k, l)

r(l)
=

hkir(k, l)
lp(l)

. (3)

When the condition

r(k|l) = r(k) (4)

holds for 8k, l, the degrees of the directly connected sites
are statistically independent. To macroscopically quan-
tify the degree–degree correlations, the Pearson coe�-
cient

C =
1

�2
r

X

kl

kl(r(k, l)� r(k)r(l)), (5)

where

�r =
X

k

k2r(k)�
 
X

k

kr(k)

!2

(6)

is often used. If C is zero, then the random network is re-
garded as uncorrelated. A positive (negative) C indicates
assortative (disassortative) mixing.
In a pair of interdependent networks, labeled A and B,

we assume that each site in A is coupled with a site in B
on a one-to-one basis. We represent the probability that
a randomly chosen interdependent pair is composed of a
site of degree kA in A and a site of degree kB in B as
P (kA, kB). Let us denote the joint degree–degree distri-
bution for networks A and B as rA(kA, lA) and rB(kB, lB),
respectively, For consistency, the identities

pA(kA) =
X

kB

P (kA, kB) (7)

rA(kA) =
X

lA

rA(kA, lA) =

P
kB

kAP (kA, kB)P
kA,kB

kAP (kA, kB)
(8)

for network A, and those for network B, must hold. Using
Bayes’ formula, the conditional distribution that a site in
A has degree kA under the condition that the coupled site
in B has degree kB is evaluated as

PA(kA|kB) =
P (kA, kB)P
kB

P (kA, kB)
, (9)

and

PB(kB|kA) =
P (kA, kB)P
kA

P (kA, kB)
. (10)

次数相関に関して導入するマクロな特徴量
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1本のボンドをランダムに選択し，かつ，片方のサイトの次数がlであったとき，
もう片方のサイトの次数がkであるような確率．	  
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Equations (8) and (10) are used for assessing the condi-
tional distributions for site pairs; namely, the probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is connected
with another site pair of degrees kA in A and kB in B by
a link in A, which is evaluated as

rA(kA, kB|lA, lB) = PB(kB|kA)rA(kA|lA), (11)

and rB(kA, kB|lA, lB) = PA(kA|kB)rB(kB|lB). These con-
ditional distributions play an important role in analyzing
interdependent networks.

In addition to this statistical characterization, we also
handle a single realization of randomly generated net-
works. To specify such a network, we introduce the nota-
tion @i for the set of all adjacent sites that are connected
directly to site i and |@i| for the number of elements in
@i. We use X\x to represent a set defined by removing
an element x from the set X. Therefore, @i\j refers to a
set of sites that is defined by removing site j 2 @i from
@i. For a pair of interdependent networks A and B, @Ai
is used to represent the set of site pairs that are linked
directly to the site pair i in network A, with @Bi being
that for network B.

We can also represent a network as a bipartite graph.
For this, we denote site i as a circle, an undirected link
a between two sites i and j as a square, and make a
link for a related circle and square pair. This generally
yields a bipartite graph in which each square has two
links, while the number of links connected to a circle
varies following a certain degree distribution (Fig. 1). In
the bipartite graph expression, we denote @a as the set
of two circles connected to square a and @i as the set of
squares connected to circle i. For a pair of interdependent
networks A and B, @Aa and @Ai are used to represent the
bipartite graph expression of the connectivity of site pairs
in network A, and @Ba and @Bi are used for network B.

III. CAVITY APPROACH TO SINGLE
NETWORKS

We review here the cavity approach to the robustness
analysis of single complex networks, which was devel-
oped in an earlier study [8]. The relationship with the
GFF [39], another representative technique in research
on complex networks, is also discussed.

A. Message passing algorithm: microscopic
description

Let us suppose that a network which is sampled from
an ensemble characterized by p(k) and r(k, l) su↵ers from
RFs or TAs. We employ the binary variable si 2 {0, 1}
to represent whether site i is active (si = 1) or inactive
(si = 0) due to the failure. To take the connectivity
into account, we introduce the state variable �i 2 {0, 1},
which indicates whether 9j 2 @i belongs to the GC (�i =
0) or does not (�i = 1) when i is left out. Using these

definitions, i is regarded as belonging to the GC if and
only if si(1 � �i) becomes unity, which gives the size of
the GC as

S =
1

N

NX

i=1

si(1� �i). (12)

Our analysis is based on the random-network property
that the lengths of the closed paths between two ran-
domly chosen sites (cycles) typically increase as O(lnN)
as the size of the network N tends to infinity, as long as
the variance of the degree distribution is finite. This pre-
sumably holds even when the degree–degree correlations
are introduced and indicates that we can locally handle
a su�ciently large random network as a tree.
To incorporate this property in our analysis, we intro-

duce the concept of an i-cavity system, which is defined
by removing site i from the original system. Let us define
mj!i = 0 when 9h 2 @j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity
system, and mj!i = 1, otherwise. Then, �i vanishes if
and only if there exists a j 2 @i that is active (sj = 1)
and has mj!i = 0. This o↵ers the basic equation

�i =
Y

j2@i

(1� sj + sjmj!i) . (13)

Given an i-cavity system, we remove a site j 2 @i
and switch i back on instead, which yields a j-cavity
system. Then, mi!j vanishes if and only if 9h 2 @i\j
belongs to the GC in the j-cavity system. A general
and distinctive feature of trees is that when i is removed,
8j 2 @i are completely disconnected with one another.
This indicates that mi!j becomes unity if and only if
none of h 2 @i\j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity system.
These definitions then provide the cavity equation:

mi!j =
Y

h2@i\j

(1� sh + shmh!i) . (14)

This equation defined for all links over the network de-
termines the cavity variables mj!i necessary for evalu-
ating Eq. (13) for every site i. Solving Eq. (14) by the
method of iterative substitution given the initial condi-
tion of mj!i = 0 and substituting the obtained solution
into Eq. (13) give the size of the GC, Eq. (12).

B. Bipartite graph expression

In general, the cavity equations are expressed as mes-
sage passing algorithms on the bipartite graph corre-
sponding to a given network [40]. For this, we denote
1 � sj + sjmj!i in two ways: Mj!a and Ma!i, where
a represents a square connected to two circles i and j.
Using these, Eqs. (14) and (13) can also be expressed as

Ma!i = Mj!a (@a = {i, j}) (15)

Mi!a = 1� si + si
Y

b2@i\a

Mb!i, (16)
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III. CAVITY APPROACH TO SINGLE
NETWORKS

We review here the cavity approach to the robustness
analysis of single complex networks, which was devel-
oped in an earlier study [8]. The relationship with the
GFF [39], another representative technique in research
on complex networks, is also discussed.

A. Message passing algorithm: microscopic
description

Let us suppose that a network which is sampled from
an ensemble characterized by p(k) and r(k, l) su↵ers from
RFs or TAs. We employ the binary variable si 2 {0, 1}
to represent whether site i is active (si = 1) or inactive
(si = 0) due to the failure. To take the connectivity
into account, we introduce the state variable �i 2 {0, 1},
which indicates whether 9j 2 @i belongs to the GC (�i =
0) or does not (�i = 1) when i is left out. Using these

definitions, i is regarded as belonging to the GC if and
only if si(1 � �i) becomes unity, which gives the size of
the GC as

S =
1

N

NX

i=1

si(1� �i). (12)

Our analysis is based on the random-network property
that the lengths of the closed paths between two ran-
domly chosen sites (cycles) typically increase as O(lnN)
as the size of the network N tends to infinity, as long as
the variance of the degree distribution is finite. This pre-
sumably holds even when the degree–degree correlations
are introduced and indicates that we can locally handle
a su�ciently large random network as a tree.
To incorporate this property in our analysis, we intro-

duce the concept of an i-cavity system, which is defined
by removing site i from the original system. Let us define
mj!i = 0 when 9h 2 @j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity
system, and mj!i = 1, otherwise. Then, �i vanishes if
and only if there exists a j 2 @i that is active (sj = 1)
and has mj!i = 0. This o↵ers the basic equation

�i =
Y

j2@i

(1� sj + sjmj!i) . (13)

Given an i-cavity system, we remove a site j 2 @i
and switch i back on instead, which yields a j-cavity
system. Then, mi!j vanishes if and only if 9h 2 @i\j
belongs to the GC in the j-cavity system. A general
and distinctive feature of trees is that when i is removed,
8j 2 @i are completely disconnected with one another.
This indicates that mi!j becomes unity if and only if
none of h 2 @i\j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity system.
These definitions then provide the cavity equation:

mi!j =
Y

h2@i\j

(1� sh + shmh!i) . (14)

This equation defined for all links over the network de-
termines the cavity variables mj!i necessary for evalu-
ating Eq. (13) for every site i. Solving Eq. (14) by the
method of iterative substitution given the initial condi-
tion of mj!i = 0 and substituting the obtained solution
into Eq. (13) give the size of the GC, Eq. (12).

B. Bipartite graph expression

In general, the cavity equations are expressed as mes-
sage passing algorithms on the bipartite graph corre-
sponding to a given network [40]. For this, we denote
1 � sj + sjmj!i in two ways: Mj!a and Ma!i, where
a represents a square connected to two circles i and j.
Using these, Eqs. (14) and (13) can also be expressed as

Ma!i = Mj!a (@a = {i, j}) (15)

Mi!a = 1� si + si
Y

b2@i\a

Mb!i, (16)

サイトが生存しているか	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1　	  
故障しているか	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0	

サイトがGCに含まれるか	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0	  	  	  　	  
含まれないか	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1	

•  バイナリ変数の定義	

解析評価（ミクロスコピック）

※0，1は交換不可	

個々のサイトの生存／故障の状態はミクロで考えているときは，前もって与えられる．	  
このとき，生存してかつGCに含まれるサイトの個数（または全体に対する割合）を求め
たい．	  
具体的には，あるサイトが，生存していてかつ接続している周りのサイトが一つでもGC
に含まれている状態のものの個数を求めたい．	  

•  個々のサイトに関しては3つの状態が考えられる．	  
	  
1.  生存していてかつGCに含まれる．	  
2.  生存しているがGCに含まれない	  
3.  故障している．	

si =1,σ i = 0
si =1,σ i =1
si = 0,σ i =1
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Equations (8) and (10) are used for assessing the condi-
tional distributions for site pairs; namely, the probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is connected
with another site pair of degrees kA in A and kB in B by
a link in A, which is evaluated as

rA(kA, kB|lA, lB) = PB(kB|kA)rA(kA|lA), (11)

and rB(kA, kB|lA, lB) = PA(kA|kB)rB(kB|lB). These con-
ditional distributions play an important role in analyzing
interdependent networks.

In addition to this statistical characterization, we also
handle a single realization of randomly generated net-
works. To specify such a network, we introduce the nota-
tion @i for the set of all adjacent sites that are connected
directly to site i and |@i| for the number of elements in
@i. We use X\x to represent a set defined by removing
an element x from the set X. Therefore, @i\j refers to a
set of sites that is defined by removing site j 2 @i from
@i. For a pair of interdependent networks A and B, @Ai
is used to represent the set of site pairs that are linked
directly to the site pair i in network A, with @Bi being
that for network B.

We can also represent a network as a bipartite graph.
For this, we denote site i as a circle, an undirected link
a between two sites i and j as a square, and make a
link for a related circle and square pair. This generally
yields a bipartite graph in which each square has two
links, while the number of links connected to a circle
varies following a certain degree distribution (Fig. 1). In
the bipartite graph expression, we denote @a as the set
of two circles connected to square a and @i as the set of
squares connected to circle i. For a pair of interdependent
networks A and B, @Aa and @Ai are used to represent the
bipartite graph expression of the connectivity of site pairs
in network A, and @Ba and @Bi are used for network B.

III. CAVITY APPROACH TO SINGLE
NETWORKS

We review here the cavity approach to the robustness
analysis of single complex networks, which was devel-
oped in an earlier study [8]. The relationship with the
GFF [39], another representative technique in research
on complex networks, is also discussed.

A. Message passing algorithm: microscopic
description

Let us suppose that a network which is sampled from
an ensemble characterized by p(k) and r(k, l) su↵ers from
RFs or TAs. We employ the binary variable si 2 {0, 1}
to represent whether site i is active (si = 1) or inactive
(si = 0) due to the failure. To take the connectivity
into account, we introduce the state variable �i 2 {0, 1},
which indicates whether 9j 2 @i belongs to the GC (�i =
0) or does not (�i = 1) when i is left out. Using these

definitions, i is regarded as belonging to the GC if and
only if si(1 � �i) becomes unity, which gives the size of
the GC as

S =
1

N

NX

i=1

si(1� �i). (12)

Our analysis is based on the random-network property
that the lengths of the closed paths between two ran-
domly chosen sites (cycles) typically increase as O(lnN)
as the size of the network N tends to infinity, as long as
the variance of the degree distribution is finite. This pre-
sumably holds even when the degree–degree correlations
are introduced and indicates that we can locally handle
a su�ciently large random network as a tree.
To incorporate this property in our analysis, we intro-

duce the concept of an i-cavity system, which is defined
by removing site i from the original system. Let us define
mj!i = 0 when 9h 2 @j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity
system, and mj!i = 1, otherwise. Then, �i vanishes if
and only if there exists a j 2 @i that is active (sj = 1)
and has mj!i = 0. This o↵ers the basic equation

�i =
Y

j2@i

(1� sj + sjmj!i) . (13)

Given an i-cavity system, we remove a site j 2 @i
and switch i back on instead, which yields a j-cavity
system. Then, mi!j vanishes if and only if 9h 2 @i\j
belongs to the GC in the j-cavity system. A general
and distinctive feature of trees is that when i is removed,
8j 2 @i are completely disconnected with one another.
This indicates that mi!j becomes unity if and only if
none of h 2 @i\j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity system.
These definitions then provide the cavity equation:

mi!j =
Y

h2@i\j

(1� sh + shmh!i) . (14)

This equation defined for all links over the network de-
termines the cavity variables mj!i necessary for evalu-
ating Eq. (13) for every site i. Solving Eq. (14) by the
method of iterative substitution given the initial condi-
tion of mj!i = 0 and substituting the obtained solution
into Eq. (13) give the size of the GC, Eq. (12).

B. Bipartite graph expression

In general, the cavity equations are expressed as mes-
sage passing algorithms on the bipartite graph corre-
sponding to a given network [40]. For this, we denote
1 � sj + sjmj!i in two ways: Mj!a and Ma!i, where
a represents a square connected to two circles i and j.
Using these, Eqs. (14) and (13) can also be expressed as

Ma!i = Mj!a (@a = {i, j}) (15)

Mi!a = 1� si + si
Y

b2@i\a

Mb!i, (16)

メッセージ　0のときGC　1のときGCでない　	  
（サイトが，“その時点で”自分自身がGCに含
まれるか否かを隣に伝える）	

j
i
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Equations (8) and (10) are used for assessing the condi-
tional distributions for site pairs; namely, the probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is connected
with another site pair of degrees kA in A and kB in B by
a link in A, which is evaluated as

rA(kA, kB|lA, lB) = PB(kB|kA)rA(kA|lA), (11)

and rB(kA, kB|lA, lB) = PA(kA|kB)rB(kB|lB). These con-
ditional distributions play an important role in analyzing
interdependent networks.

In addition to this statistical characterization, we also
handle a single realization of randomly generated net-
works. To specify such a network, we introduce the nota-
tion @i for the set of all adjacent sites that are connected
directly to site i and |@i| for the number of elements in
@i. We use X\x to represent a set defined by removing
an element x from the set X. Therefore, @i\j refers to a
set of sites that is defined by removing site j 2 @i from
@i. For a pair of interdependent networks A and B, @Ai
is used to represent the set of site pairs that are linked
directly to the site pair i in network A, with @Bi being
that for network B.

We can also represent a network as a bipartite graph.
For this, we denote site i as a circle, an undirected link
a between two sites i and j as a square, and make a
link for a related circle and square pair. This generally
yields a bipartite graph in which each square has two
links, while the number of links connected to a circle
varies following a certain degree distribution (Fig. 1). In
the bipartite graph expression, we denote @a as the set
of two circles connected to square a and @i as the set of
squares connected to circle i. For a pair of interdependent
networks A and B, @Aa and @Ai are used to represent the
bipartite graph expression of the connectivity of site pairs
in network A, and @Ba and @Bi are used for network B.

III. CAVITY APPROACH TO SINGLE
NETWORKS

We review here the cavity approach to the robustness
analysis of single complex networks, which was devel-
oped in an earlier study [8]. The relationship with the
GFF [39], another representative technique in research
on complex networks, is also discussed.

A. Message passing algorithm: microscopic
description

Let us suppose that a network which is sampled from
an ensemble characterized by p(k) and r(k, l) su↵ers from
RFs or TAs. We employ the binary variable si 2 {0, 1}
to represent whether site i is active (si = 1) or inactive
(si = 0) due to the failure. To take the connectivity
into account, we introduce the state variable �i 2 {0, 1},
which indicates whether 9j 2 @i belongs to the GC (�i =
0) or does not (�i = 1) when i is left out. Using these

definitions, i is regarded as belonging to the GC if and
only if si(1 � �i) becomes unity, which gives the size of
the GC as

S =
1

N

NX

i=1

si(1� �i). (12)

Our analysis is based on the random-network property
that the lengths of the closed paths between two ran-
domly chosen sites (cycles) typically increase as O(lnN)
as the size of the network N tends to infinity, as long as
the variance of the degree distribution is finite. This pre-
sumably holds even when the degree–degree correlations
are introduced and indicates that we can locally handle
a su�ciently large random network as a tree.
To incorporate this property in our analysis, we intro-

duce the concept of an i-cavity system, which is defined
by removing site i from the original system. Let us define
mj!i = 0 when 9h 2 @j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity
system, and mj!i = 1, otherwise. Then, �i vanishes if
and only if there exists a j 2 @i that is active (sj = 1)
and has mj!i = 0. This o↵ers the basic equation

�i =
Y

j2@i

(1� sj + sjmj!i) . (13)

Given an i-cavity system, we remove a site j 2 @i
and switch i back on instead, which yields a j-cavity
system. Then, mi!j vanishes if and only if 9h 2 @i\j
belongs to the GC in the j-cavity system. A general
and distinctive feature of trees is that when i is removed,
8j 2 @i are completely disconnected with one another.
This indicates that mi!j becomes unity if and only if
none of h 2 @i\j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity system.
These definitions then provide the cavity equation:

mi!j =
Y

h2@i\j

(1� sh + shmh!i) . (14)

This equation defined for all links over the network de-
termines the cavity variables mj!i necessary for evalu-
ating Eq. (13) for every site i. Solving Eq. (14) by the
method of iterative substitution given the initial condi-
tion of mj!i = 0 and substituting the obtained solution
into Eq. (13) give the size of the GC, Eq. (12).

B. Bipartite graph expression

In general, the cavity equations are expressed as mes-
sage passing algorithms on the bipartite graph corre-
sponding to a given network [40]. For this, we denote
1 � sj + sjmj!i in two ways: Mj!a and Ma!i, where
a represents a square connected to two circles i and j.
Using these, Eqs. (14) and (13) can also be expressed as

Ma!i = Mj!a (@a = {i, j}) (15)

Mi!a = 1� si + si
Y

b2@i\a

Mb!i, (16)
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Equations (8) and (10) are used for assessing the condi-
tional distributions for site pairs; namely, the probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is connected
with another site pair of degrees kA in A and kB in B by
a link in A, which is evaluated as

rA(kA, kB|lA, lB) = PB(kB|kA)rA(kA|lA), (11)

and rB(kA, kB|lA, lB) = PA(kA|kB)rB(kB|lB). These con-
ditional distributions play an important role in analyzing
interdependent networks.

In addition to this statistical characterization, we also
handle a single realization of randomly generated net-
works. To specify such a network, we introduce the nota-
tion @i for the set of all adjacent sites that are connected
directly to site i and |@i| for the number of elements in
@i. We use X\x to represent a set defined by removing
an element x from the set X. Therefore, @i\j refers to a
set of sites that is defined by removing site j 2 @i from
@i. For a pair of interdependent networks A and B, @Ai
is used to represent the set of site pairs that are linked
directly to the site pair i in network A, with @Bi being
that for network B.

We can also represent a network as a bipartite graph.
For this, we denote site i as a circle, an undirected link
a between two sites i and j as a square, and make a
link for a related circle and square pair. This generally
yields a bipartite graph in which each square has two
links, while the number of links connected to a circle
varies following a certain degree distribution (Fig. 1). In
the bipartite graph expression, we denote @a as the set
of two circles connected to square a and @i as the set of
squares connected to circle i. For a pair of interdependent
networks A and B, @Aa and @Ai are used to represent the
bipartite graph expression of the connectivity of site pairs
in network A, and @Ba and @Bi are used for network B.

III. CAVITY APPROACH TO SINGLE
NETWORKS

We review here the cavity approach to the robustness
analysis of single complex networks, which was devel-
oped in an earlier study [8]. The relationship with the
GFF [39], another representative technique in research
on complex networks, is also discussed.

A. Message passing algorithm: microscopic
description

Let us suppose that a network which is sampled from
an ensemble characterized by p(k) and r(k, l) su↵ers from
RFs or TAs. We employ the binary variable si 2 {0, 1}
to represent whether site i is active (si = 1) or inactive
(si = 0) due to the failure. To take the connectivity
into account, we introduce the state variable �i 2 {0, 1},
which indicates whether 9j 2 @i belongs to the GC (�i =
0) or does not (�i = 1) when i is left out. Using these

definitions, i is regarded as belonging to the GC if and
only if si(1 � �i) becomes unity, which gives the size of
the GC as

S =
1

N

NX

i=1

si(1� �i). (12)

Our analysis is based on the random-network property
that the lengths of the closed paths between two ran-
domly chosen sites (cycles) typically increase as O(lnN)
as the size of the network N tends to infinity, as long as
the variance of the degree distribution is finite. This pre-
sumably holds even when the degree–degree correlations
are introduced and indicates that we can locally handle
a su�ciently large random network as a tree.
To incorporate this property in our analysis, we intro-

duce the concept of an i-cavity system, which is defined
by removing site i from the original system. Let us define
mj!i = 0 when 9h 2 @j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity
system, and mj!i = 1, otherwise. Then, �i vanishes if
and only if there exists a j 2 @i that is active (sj = 1)
and has mj!i = 0. This o↵ers the basic equation

�i =
Y

j2@i

(1� sj + sjmj!i) . (13)

Given an i-cavity system, we remove a site j 2 @i
and switch i back on instead, which yields a j-cavity
system. Then, mi!j vanishes if and only if 9h 2 @i\j
belongs to the GC in the j-cavity system. A general
and distinctive feature of trees is that when i is removed,
8j 2 @i are completely disconnected with one another.
This indicates that mi!j becomes unity if and only if
none of h 2 @i\j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity system.
These definitions then provide the cavity equation:

mi!j =
Y

h2@i\j

(1� sh + shmh!i) . (14)

This equation defined for all links over the network de-
termines the cavity variables mj!i necessary for evalu-
ating Eq. (13) for every site i. Solving Eq. (14) by the
method of iterative substitution given the initial condi-
tion of mj!i = 0 and substituting the obtained solution
into Eq. (13) give the size of the GC, Eq. (12).

B. Bipartite graph expression

In general, the cavity equations are expressed as mes-
sage passing algorithms on the bipartite graph corre-
sponding to a given network [40]. For this, we denote
1 � sj + sjmj!i in two ways: Mj!a and Ma!i, where
a represents a square connected to two circles i and j.
Using these, Eqs. (14) and (13) can also be expressed as

Ma!i = Mj!a (@a = {i, j}) (15)

Mi!a = 1� si + si
Y

b2@i\a

Mb!i, (16)

sh = 0 hは故障している．自動的にメッセージは1	

hは生存している．このとき，その時点で孤立していれば，メッセー
ジは1．GCに含まれていればメッセージは0となる．	

GCに含まれるか否かの情報は，本来はグラフ全体を見る必要がある．	  
しかし，グラフが局所的にツリーと見なせる場合は，サイトをひとつ取り除けば（除いて出来
る空孔のことをキャビティという．）グラフは個々のサブグラフに分断される．	  
	  
この仮定のもとでは，GCに関する情報も各サブグラフで独立に計算ができ，とりのぞいたサ
イトを元に戻す事で，情報はグラフ全体に伝えられる．　	

sh =1
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Equations (8) and (10) are used for assessing the condi-
tional distributions for site pairs; namely, the probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is connected
with another site pair of degrees kA in A and kB in B by
a link in A, which is evaluated as

rA(kA, kB|lA, lB) = PB(kB|kA)rA(kA|lA), (11)

and rB(kA, kB|lA, lB) = PA(kA|kB)rB(kB|lB). These con-
ditional distributions play an important role in analyzing
interdependent networks.

In addition to this statistical characterization, we also
handle a single realization of randomly generated net-
works. To specify such a network, we introduce the nota-
tion @i for the set of all adjacent sites that are connected
directly to site i and |@i| for the number of elements in
@i. We use X\x to represent a set defined by removing
an element x from the set X. Therefore, @i\j refers to a
set of sites that is defined by removing site j 2 @i from
@i. For a pair of interdependent networks A and B, @Ai
is used to represent the set of site pairs that are linked
directly to the site pair i in network A, with @Bi being
that for network B.

We can also represent a network as a bipartite graph.
For this, we denote site i as a circle, an undirected link
a between two sites i and j as a square, and make a
link for a related circle and square pair. This generally
yields a bipartite graph in which each square has two
links, while the number of links connected to a circle
varies following a certain degree distribution (Fig. 1). In
the bipartite graph expression, we denote @a as the set
of two circles connected to square a and @i as the set of
squares connected to circle i. For a pair of interdependent
networks A and B, @Aa and @Ai are used to represent the
bipartite graph expression of the connectivity of site pairs
in network A, and @Ba and @Bi are used for network B.

III. CAVITY APPROACH TO SINGLE
NETWORKS

We review here the cavity approach to the robustness
analysis of single complex networks, which was devel-
oped in an earlier study [8]. The relationship with the
GFF [39], another representative technique in research
on complex networks, is also discussed.

A. Message passing algorithm: microscopic
description

Let us suppose that a network which is sampled from
an ensemble characterized by p(k) and r(k, l) su↵ers from
RFs or TAs. We employ the binary variable si 2 {0, 1}
to represent whether site i is active (si = 1) or inactive
(si = 0) due to the failure. To take the connectivity
into account, we introduce the state variable �i 2 {0, 1},
which indicates whether 9j 2 @i belongs to the GC (�i =
0) or does not (�i = 1) when i is left out. Using these

definitions, i is regarded as belonging to the GC if and
only if si(1 � �i) becomes unity, which gives the size of
the GC as

S =
1

N

NX

i=1

si(1� �i). (12)

Our analysis is based on the random-network property
that the lengths of the closed paths between two ran-
domly chosen sites (cycles) typically increase as O(lnN)
as the size of the network N tends to infinity, as long as
the variance of the degree distribution is finite. This pre-
sumably holds even when the degree–degree correlations
are introduced and indicates that we can locally handle
a su�ciently large random network as a tree.
To incorporate this property in our analysis, we intro-

duce the concept of an i-cavity system, which is defined
by removing site i from the original system. Let us define
mj!i = 0 when 9h 2 @j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity
system, and mj!i = 1, otherwise. Then, �i vanishes if
and only if there exists a j 2 @i that is active (sj = 1)
and has mj!i = 0. This o↵ers the basic equation

�i =
Y

j2@i

(1� sj + sjmj!i) . (13)

Given an i-cavity system, we remove a site j 2 @i
and switch i back on instead, which yields a j-cavity
system. Then, mi!j vanishes if and only if 9h 2 @i\j
belongs to the GC in the j-cavity system. A general
and distinctive feature of trees is that when i is removed,
8j 2 @i are completely disconnected with one another.
This indicates that mi!j becomes unity if and only if
none of h 2 @i\j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity system.
These definitions then provide the cavity equation:

mi!j =
Y

h2@i\j

(1� sh + shmh!i) . (14)

This equation defined for all links over the network de-
termines the cavity variables mj!i necessary for evalu-
ating Eq. (13) for every site i. Solving Eq. (14) by the
method of iterative substitution given the initial condi-
tion of mj!i = 0 and substituting the obtained solution
into Eq. (13) give the size of the GC, Eq. (12).

B. Bipartite graph expression

In general, the cavity equations are expressed as mes-
sage passing algorithms on the bipartite graph corre-
sponding to a given network [40]. For this, we denote
1 � sj + sjmj!i in two ways: Mj!a and Ma!i, where
a represents a square connected to two circles i and j.
Using these, Eqs. (14) and (13) can also be expressed as

Ma!i = Mj!a (@a = {i, j}) (15)

Mi!a = 1� si + si
Y

b2@i\a

Mb!i, (16)

σの計算式	  
（サイトiに入ってくる全てのメッセージで計算される）	
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Equations (8) and (10) are used for assessing the condi-
tional distributions for site pairs; namely, the probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is connected
with another site pair of degrees kA in A and kB in B by
a link in A, which is evaluated as

rA(kA, kB|lA, lB) = PB(kB|kA)rA(kA|lA), (11)

and rB(kA, kB|lA, lB) = PA(kA|kB)rB(kB|lB). These con-
ditional distributions play an important role in analyzing
interdependent networks.
In addition to this statistical characterization, we also

handle a single realization of randomly generated net-
works. To specify such a network, we introduce the nota-
tion @i for the set of all adjacent sites that are connected
directly to site i and |@i| for the number of elements in
@i. We use X\x to represent a set defined by removing
an element x from the set X. Therefore, @i\j refers to a
set of sites that is defined by removing site j 2 @i from
@i. For a pair of interdependent networks A and B, @Ai
is used to represent the set of site pairs that are linked
directly to the site pair i in network A, with @Bi being
that for network B.
We can also represent a network as a bipartite graph.

For this, we denote site i as a circle, an undirected link
a between two sites i and j as a square, and make a
link for a related circle and square pair. This generally
yields a bipartite graph in which each square has two
links, while the number of links connected to a circle
varies following a certain degree distribution (Fig. 1). In
the bipartite graph expression, we denote @a as the set
of two circles connected to square a and @i as the set of
squares connected to circle i. For a pair of interdependent
networks A and B, @Aa and @Ai are used to represent the
bipartite graph expression of the connectivity of site pairs
in network A, and @Ba and @Bi are used for network B.

III. CAVITY APPROACH TO SINGLE
NETWORKS

We review here the cavity approach to the robustness
analysis of single complex networks, which was devel-
oped in an earlier study [8]. The relationship with the
GFF [39], another representative technique in research
on complex networks, is also discussed.

A. Message passing algorithm: microscopic
description

Let us suppose that a network which is sampled from
an ensemble characterized by p(k) and r(k, l) su↵ers from
RFs or TAs. We employ the binary variable si 2 {0, 1}
to represent whether site i is active (si = 1) or inactive
(si = 0) due to the failure. To take the connectivity
into account, we introduce the state variable �i 2 {0, 1},
which indicates whether 9j 2 @i belongs to the GC (�i =
0) or does not (�i = 1) when i is left out. Using these

definitions, i is regarded as belonging to the GC if and
only if si(1 � �i) becomes unity, which gives the size of
the GC as

S =
1

N

NX

i=1

si(1� �i). (12)

Our analysis is based on the random-network property
that the lengths of the closed paths between two ran-
domly chosen sites (cycles) typically increase as O(lnN)
as the size of the network N tends to infinity, as long as
the variance of the degree distribution is finite. This pre-
sumably holds even when the degree–degree correlations
are introduced and indicates that we can locally handle
a su�ciently large random network as a tree.
To incorporate this property in our analysis, we intro-

duce the concept of an i-cavity system, which is defined
by removing site i from the original system. Let us define
mj!i = 0 when 9h 2 @j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity
system, and mj!i = 1, otherwise. Then, �i vanishes if
and only if there exists a j 2 @i that is active (sj = 1)
and has mj!i = 0. This o↵ers the basic equation

�i =
Y

j2@i

(1� sj + sjmj!i) . (13)

Given an i-cavity system, we remove a site j 2 @i
and switch i back on instead, which yields a j-cavity
system. Then, mi!j vanishes if and only if 9h 2 @i\j
belongs to the GC in the j-cavity system. A general
and distinctive feature of trees is that when i is removed,
8j 2 @i are completely disconnected with one another.
This indicates that mi!j becomes unity if and only if
none of h 2 @i\j belongs to the GC in the i-cavity system.
These definitions then provide the cavity equation:

mi!j =
Y

h2@i\j

(1� sh + shmh!i) . (14)

This equation defined for all links over the network de-
termines the cavity variables mj!i necessary for evalu-
ating Eq. (13) for every site i. Solving Eq. (14) by the
method of iterative substitution given the initial condi-
tion of mj!i = 0 and substituting the obtained solution
into Eq. (13) give the size of the GC, Eq. (12).

B. Bipartite graph expression

In general, the cavity equations are expressed as mes-
sage passing algorithms on the bipartite graph corre-
sponding to a given network [40]. For this, we denote
1 � sj + sjmj!i in two ways: Mj!a and Ma!i, where
a represents a square connected to two circles i and j.
Using these, Eqs. (14) and (13) can also be expressed as

Ma!i = Mj!a (@a = {i, j}) (15)

Mi!a = 1� si + si
Y

b2@i\a

Mb!i, (16)

GCの大きさ	  
生存していてかつGCに含まれるサイトの割合	
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FIG. 1. (a) Graph expression of a network. (b) Bipartite
graph expression of the graph in (a). A square node is as-
signed for each edge in (a). (c) Bipartite graph expression
of a damaged network. Black square nodes attached to each
circle represent whether site i, denoted by the circle, is active
(si = 1) or inactive (si = 0).

and

�i =
Y

a2@i

Ma!i, (17)

respectively.
One advantage of this expression is that the influence

of si can be expressed graphically as an additional square
node attached to circle i (Fig. 1 (c)), which enables us to
interpret Eqs. (15) and (16) as an algorithm that com-
putes an outgoing message along a link from a node on
the basis of incoming messages along the other links to
the node. This type of interpretation is useful for con-
structing cavity equations to handle more advanced set-
tings such as interdependent networks.

C. Macroscopic description

We turn now to an evaluation of the typical size of
the GC when the networks are generated from an en-
semble and damaged by RFs or TAs. We assume that,
as a consequence of the failures, each site of degree l
is active only with a degree dependent probability ql.
We employ the bipartite graph expression, classify ev-
ery site by its degree l, and define Il to be the fre-
quency that sites of degree l receive Ma!i = 1 among
all links of the bipartite graph. Namely, Il is evaluated

as Il =
�
l
P

i �|@i|,l
��1 P

i(�|@i|,l
P

a2@i Ma!i), where the
denominator is the number of links that connect to sites
of degree l, and the numerator is the number of links for
which Ma!i = 1 is received by sites of degree l.

Although Il has sample-to-sample fluctuations that de-
pend on the network realizations, the strength of the fluc-
tuations tends to zero as N becomes larger. For typical
samples, this indicates that the samples are expected to

converge to their average as N ! 1, a property known
as self-averaging [40]. In the current problem, because of
the tree-like property of the random networks, Il can be
evaluated as the expectations with respect to the graph
and failure generations. In the bipartite graph expres-
sion, given a circle of degree l, the conditional distri-
bution that the circle is coupled to a circle of degree k
through a square is given by r(k|l). In addition, the
probability that the circle of degree k is active is qk. Av-
eraging Eq. (16) with respect to r(k|l) and qk for a fixed
value of l and utilizing Eq. (15) leads to

Il =
X

k

r(k|l)(1� qk + qkI
k�1
k ). (18)

Here, we have employed the property that the average ofQ
b2@i\a Mb!i on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) can be

taken independently of the indices b 2 @i\a because of
the tree-like nature of random graphs. The whole set in
Eq. (18) determines Il for 8l. After solving the equations,
the typical size of the GC is evaluated as

µ =
X

l

p(l)ql(1� I ll ), (19)

which corresponds to Eq. (12).
Equation (18) always allows a trivial solution Il = 1

for 8l yielding µ = 0. The local stability of this trivial
solution can be evaluated by linearizing the equations,
which gives

�Il =
X

k

(k � 1)qkr(k|l)�Ik, (20)

or the alternative expression

�I = A�I, (21)

where A is a matrix defined as

Alk = (k � 1)qkr(k|l). (22)

Equation (21) states that the trivial solution is stable
provided µ = 0 if and only if all eigenvalues of A are
placed inside the unit circle centered at the origin in the
complex plane. As Alk � 0 is guaranteed for 8l and 8k,
the Perron-Frobenius theorem indicates that the critical
condition changing this situation is given as

det (E�A) = 0, (23)

which determines the percolation threshold for a given set
of control parameters, where E is the identity matrix.

When the active probabilities ql are su�ciently small
for 8l, the absolute values of the eigenvalues of A be-
come so small that the trivial solution is guaranteed to
be stable, yielding a vanishingly small GC size of µ = 0.
However, as the values of ql become larger in a certain
manner, Eq. (23) is satisfied at the percolation thresh-
old, and a solution of µ > 0 comes continuously from the
trivial solution. In this way, the emergence of a large GC
is always described as a continuous phase transition for
single networks.

二部グラフでスマートに表現する事も出来る．	  
	  
(a)	  白丸　　　元のグラフにおけるサイト	  
(b)	  白四角　ボンド上で定義されるメッセージを
送る役割の関数サイト，	  
(c)	  黒四角　サイト上で定義される生存状態を
表す関数サイト，	  
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ミクロスコピックの状況では，個々のサイトの生存状態が決定的に与えられていた
ため，GCに含まれるか否かも決定的に求める事ができた．

しかし，サイトの生存状態が確率的である場合は，GCに含まれるか否かについて
も確率的な情報になる．

そこで，サイトの生存確率がその次数によって一意に決定されるような状況を考え，
そのときのネットワークにおけるGCの大きさの期待値を導出する事にする．	  
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FIG. 1. (a) Graph expression of a network. (b) Bipartite
graph expression of the graph in (a). A square node is as-
signed for each edge in (a). (c) Bipartite graph expression
of a damaged network. Black square nodes attached to each
circle represent whether site i, denoted by the circle, is active
(si = 1) or inactive (si = 0).

and

�i =
Y

a2@i

Ma!i, (17)

respectively.
One advantage of this expression is that the influence

of si can be expressed graphically as an additional square
node attached to circle i (Fig. 1 (c)), which enables us to
interpret Eqs. (15) and (16) as an algorithm that com-
putes an outgoing message along a link from a node on
the basis of incoming messages along the other links to
the node. This type of interpretation is useful for con-
structing cavity equations to handle more advanced set-
tings such as interdependent networks.

C. Macroscopic description

We turn now to an evaluation of the typical size of
the GC when the networks are generated from an en-
semble and damaged by RFs or TAs. We assume that,
as a consequence of the failures, each site of degree l
is active only with a degree dependent probability ql.
We employ the bipartite graph expression, classify ev-
ery site by its degree l, and define Il to be the fre-
quency that sites of degree l receive Ma!i = 1 among
all links of the bipartite graph. Namely, Il is evaluated

as Il =
�
l
P

i �|@i|,l
��1 P

i(�|@i|,l
P

a2@i Ma!i), where the
denominator is the number of links that connect to sites
of degree l, and the numerator is the number of links for
which Ma!i = 1 is received by sites of degree l.

Although Il has sample-to-sample fluctuations that de-
pend on the network realizations, the strength of the fluc-
tuations tends to zero as N becomes larger. For typical
samples, this indicates that the samples are expected to

converge to their average as N ! 1, a property known
as self-averaging [40]. In the current problem, because of
the tree-like property of the random networks, Il can be
evaluated as the expectations with respect to the graph
and failure generations. In the bipartite graph expres-
sion, given a circle of degree l, the conditional distri-
bution that the circle is coupled to a circle of degree k
through a square is given by r(k|l). In addition, the
probability that the circle of degree k is active is qk. Av-
eraging Eq. (16) with respect to r(k|l) and qk for a fixed
value of l and utilizing Eq. (15) leads to

Il =
X

k

r(k|l)(1� qk + qkI
k�1
k ). (18)

Here, we have employed the property that the average ofQ
b2@i\a Mb!i on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) can be

taken independently of the indices b 2 @i\a because of
the tree-like nature of random graphs. The whole set in
Eq. (18) determines Il for 8l. After solving the equations,
the typical size of the GC is evaluated as

µ =
X

l

p(l)ql(1� I ll ), (19)

which corresponds to Eq. (12).
Equation (18) always allows a trivial solution Il = 1

for 8l yielding µ = 0. The local stability of this trivial
solution can be evaluated by linearizing the equations,
which gives

�Il =
X

k

(k � 1)qkr(k|l)�Ik, (20)

or the alternative expression

�I = A�I, (21)

where A is a matrix defined as

Alk = (k � 1)qkr(k|l). (22)

Equation (21) states that the trivial solution is stable
provided µ = 0 if and only if all eigenvalues of A are
placed inside the unit circle centered at the origin in the
complex plane. As Alk � 0 is guaranteed for 8l and 8k,
the Perron-Frobenius theorem indicates that the critical
condition changing this situation is given as

det (E�A) = 0, (23)

which determines the percolation threshold for a given set
of control parameters, where E is the identity matrix.
When the active probabilities ql are su�ciently small

for 8l, the absolute values of the eigenvalues of A be-
come so small that the trivial solution is guaranteed to
be stable, yielding a vanishingly small GC size of µ = 0.
However, as the values of ql become larger in a certain
manner, Eq. (23) is satisfied at the percolation thresh-
old, and a solution of µ > 0 comes continuously from the
trivial solution. In this way, the emergence of a large GC
is always described as a continuous phase transition for
single networks.

次数k　のサイトの生存確率，　予め与えられる	
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FIG. 1. (a) Graph expression of a network. (b) Bipartite
graph expression of the graph in (a). A square node is as-
signed for each edge in (a). (c) Bipartite graph expression
of a damaged network. Black square nodes attached to each
circle represent whether site i, denoted by the circle, is active
(si = 1) or inactive (si = 0).

and

�i =
Y

a2@i

Ma!i, (17)

respectively.
One advantage of this expression is that the influence

of si can be expressed graphically as an additional square
node attached to circle i (Fig. 1 (c)), which enables us to
interpret Eqs. (15) and (16) as an algorithm that com-
putes an outgoing message along a link from a node on
the basis of incoming messages along the other links to
the node. This type of interpretation is useful for con-
structing cavity equations to handle more advanced set-
tings such as interdependent networks.

C. Macroscopic description

We turn now to an evaluation of the typical size of
the GC when the networks are generated from an en-
semble and damaged by RFs or TAs. We assume that,
as a consequence of the failures, each site of degree l
is active only with a degree dependent probability ql.
We employ the bipartite graph expression, classify ev-
ery site by its degree l, and define Il to be the fre-
quency that sites of degree l receive Ma!i = 1 among
all links of the bipartite graph. Namely, Il is evaluated

as Il =
�
l
P

i �|@i|,l
��1 P

i(�|@i|,l
P

a2@i Ma!i), where the
denominator is the number of links that connect to sites
of degree l, and the numerator is the number of links for
which Ma!i = 1 is received by sites of degree l.

Although Il has sample-to-sample fluctuations that de-
pend on the network realizations, the strength of the fluc-
tuations tends to zero as N becomes larger. For typical
samples, this indicates that the samples are expected to

converge to their average as N ! 1, a property known
as self-averaging [40]. In the current problem, because of
the tree-like property of the random networks, Il can be
evaluated as the expectations with respect to the graph
and failure generations. In the bipartite graph expres-
sion, given a circle of degree l, the conditional distri-
bution that the circle is coupled to a circle of degree k
through a square is given by r(k|l). In addition, the
probability that the circle of degree k is active is qk. Av-
eraging Eq. (16) with respect to r(k|l) and qk for a fixed
value of l and utilizing Eq. (15) leads to

Il =
X

k

r(k|l)(1� qk + qkI
k�1
k ). (18)

Here, we have employed the property that the average ofQ
b2@i\a Mb!i on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) can be

taken independently of the indices b 2 @i\a because of
the tree-like nature of random graphs. The whole set in
Eq. (18) determines Il for 8l. After solving the equations,
the typical size of the GC is evaluated as

µ =
X

l

p(l)ql(1� I ll ), (19)

which corresponds to Eq. (12).
Equation (18) always allows a trivial solution Il = 1

for 8l yielding µ = 0. The local stability of this trivial
solution can be evaluated by linearizing the equations,
which gives

�Il =
X

k

(k � 1)qkr(k|l)�Ik, (20)

or the alternative expression

�I = A�I, (21)

where A is a matrix defined as

Alk = (k � 1)qkr(k|l). (22)

Equation (21) states that the trivial solution is stable
provided µ = 0 if and only if all eigenvalues of A are
placed inside the unit circle centered at the origin in the
complex plane. As Alk � 0 is guaranteed for 8l and 8k,
the Perron-Frobenius theorem indicates that the critical
condition changing this situation is given as

det (E�A) = 0, (23)

which determines the percolation threshold for a given set
of control parameters, where E is the identity matrix.
When the active probabilities ql are su�ciently small

for 8l, the absolute values of the eigenvalues of A be-
come so small that the trivial solution is guaranteed to
be stable, yielding a vanishingly small GC size of µ = 0.
However, as the values of ql become larger in a certain
manner, Eq. (23) is satisfied at the percolation thresh-
old, and a solution of µ > 0 comes continuously from the
trivial solution. In this way, the emergence of a large GC
is always described as a continuous phase transition for
single networks.

次数l　のサイトに入力されるメッセージが1である（GCではないという
情報が入ってくる）確率	  
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FIG. 1. (a) Graph expression of a network. (b) Bipartite
graph expression of the graph in (a). A square node is as-
signed for each edge in (a). (c) Bipartite graph expression
of a damaged network. Black square nodes attached to each
circle represent whether site i, denoted by the circle, is active
(si = 1) or inactive (si = 0).

and

�i =
Y

a2@i

Ma!i, (17)

respectively.
One advantage of this expression is that the influence

of si can be expressed graphically as an additional square
node attached to circle i (Fig. 1 (c)), which enables us to
interpret Eqs. (15) and (16) as an algorithm that com-
putes an outgoing message along a link from a node on
the basis of incoming messages along the other links to
the node. This type of interpretation is useful for con-
structing cavity equations to handle more advanced set-
tings such as interdependent networks.

C. Macroscopic description

We turn now to an evaluation of the typical size of
the GC when the networks are generated from an en-
semble and damaged by RFs or TAs. We assume that,
as a consequence of the failures, each site of degree l
is active only with a degree dependent probability ql.
We employ the bipartite graph expression, classify ev-
ery site by its degree l, and define Il to be the fre-
quency that sites of degree l receive Ma!i = 1 among
all links of the bipartite graph. Namely, Il is evaluated

as Il =
�
l
P

i �|@i|,l
��1 P

i(�|@i|,l
P

a2@i Ma!i), where the
denominator is the number of links that connect to sites
of degree l, and the numerator is the number of links for
which Ma!i = 1 is received by sites of degree l.

Although Il has sample-to-sample fluctuations that de-
pend on the network realizations, the strength of the fluc-
tuations tends to zero as N becomes larger. For typical
samples, this indicates that the samples are expected to

converge to their average as N ! 1, a property known
as self-averaging [40]. In the current problem, because of
the tree-like property of the random networks, Il can be
evaluated as the expectations with respect to the graph
and failure generations. In the bipartite graph expres-
sion, given a circle of degree l, the conditional distri-
bution that the circle is coupled to a circle of degree k
through a square is given by r(k|l). In addition, the
probability that the circle of degree k is active is qk. Av-
eraging Eq. (16) with respect to r(k|l) and qk for a fixed
value of l and utilizing Eq. (15) leads to

Il =
X

k

r(k|l)(1� qk + qkI
k�1
k ). (18)

Here, we have employed the property that the average ofQ
b2@i\a Mb!i on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) can be

taken independently of the indices b 2 @i\a because of
the tree-like nature of random graphs. The whole set in
Eq. (18) determines Il for 8l. After solving the equations,
the typical size of the GC is evaluated as

µ =
X

l

p(l)ql(1� I ll ), (19)

which corresponds to Eq. (12).
Equation (18) always allows a trivial solution Il = 1

for 8l yielding µ = 0. The local stability of this trivial
solution can be evaluated by linearizing the equations,
which gives

�Il =
X

k

(k � 1)qkr(k|l)�Ik, (20)

or the alternative expression

�I = A�I, (21)

where A is a matrix defined as

Alk = (k � 1)qkr(k|l). (22)

Equation (21) states that the trivial solution is stable
provided µ = 0 if and only if all eigenvalues of A are
placed inside the unit circle centered at the origin in the
complex plane. As Alk � 0 is guaranteed for 8l and 8k,
the Perron-Frobenius theorem indicates that the critical
condition changing this situation is given as

det (E�A) = 0, (23)

which determines the percolation threshold for a given set
of control parameters, where E is the identity matrix.
When the active probabilities ql are su�ciently small

for 8l, the absolute values of the eigenvalues of A be-
come so small that the trivial solution is guaranteed to
be stable, yielding a vanishingly small GC size of µ = 0.
However, as the values of ql become larger in a certain
manner, Eq. (23) is satisfied at the percolation thresh-
old, and a solution of µ > 0 comes continuously from the
trivial solution. In this way, the emergence of a large GC
is always described as a continuous phase transition for
single networks.

GCの大きさの期待値は次のように計算される．	
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FIG. 1. (a) Graph expression of a network. (b) Bipartite
graph expression of the graph in (a). A square node is as-
signed for each edge in (a). (c) Bipartite graph expression
of a damaged network. Black square nodes attached to each
circle represent whether site i, denoted by the circle, is active
(si = 1) or inactive (si = 0).

and

�i =
Y

a2@i

Ma!i, (17)

respectively.
One advantage of this expression is that the influence

of si can be expressed graphically as an additional square
node attached to circle i (Fig. 1 (c)), which enables us to
interpret Eqs. (15) and (16) as an algorithm that com-
putes an outgoing message along a link from a node on
the basis of incoming messages along the other links to
the node. This type of interpretation is useful for con-
structing cavity equations to handle more advanced set-
tings such as interdependent networks.

C. Macroscopic description

We turn now to an evaluation of the typical size of
the GC when the networks are generated from an en-
semble and damaged by RFs or TAs. We assume that,
as a consequence of the failures, each site of degree l
is active only with a degree dependent probability ql.
We employ the bipartite graph expression, classify ev-
ery site by its degree l, and define Il to be the fre-
quency that sites of degree l receive Ma!i = 1 among
all links of the bipartite graph. Namely, Il is evaluated

as Il =
�
l
P

i �|@i|,l
��1 P

i(�|@i|,l
P

a2@i Ma!i), where the
denominator is the number of links that connect to sites
of degree l, and the numerator is the number of links for
which Ma!i = 1 is received by sites of degree l.

Although Il has sample-to-sample fluctuations that de-
pend on the network realizations, the strength of the fluc-
tuations tends to zero as N becomes larger. For typical
samples, this indicates that the samples are expected to

converge to their average as N ! 1, a property known
as self-averaging [40]. In the current problem, because of
the tree-like property of the random networks, Il can be
evaluated as the expectations with respect to the graph
and failure generations. In the bipartite graph expres-
sion, given a circle of degree l, the conditional distri-
bution that the circle is coupled to a circle of degree k
through a square is given by r(k|l). In addition, the
probability that the circle of degree k is active is qk. Av-
eraging Eq. (16) with respect to r(k|l) and qk for a fixed
value of l and utilizing Eq. (15) leads to

Il =
X

k

r(k|l)(1� qk + qkI
k�1
k ). (18)

Here, we have employed the property that the average ofQ
b2@i\a Mb!i on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) can be

taken independently of the indices b 2 @i\a because of
the tree-like nature of random graphs. The whole set in
Eq. (18) determines Il for 8l. After solving the equations,
the typical size of the GC is evaluated as

µ =
X

l

p(l)ql(1� I ll ), (19)

which corresponds to Eq. (12).
Equation (18) always allows a trivial solution Il = 1

for 8l yielding µ = 0. The local stability of this trivial
solution can be evaluated by linearizing the equations,
which gives

�Il =
X

k

(k � 1)qkr(k|l)�Ik, (20)

or the alternative expression

�I = A�I, (21)

where A is a matrix defined as

Alk = (k � 1)qkr(k|l). (22)

Equation (21) states that the trivial solution is stable
provided µ = 0 if and only if all eigenvalues of A are
placed inside the unit circle centered at the origin in the
complex plane. As Alk � 0 is guaranteed for 8l and 8k,
the Perron-Frobenius theorem indicates that the critical
condition changing this situation is given as

det (E�A) = 0, (23)

which determines the percolation threshold for a given set
of control parameters, where E is the identity matrix.
When the active probabilities ql are su�ciently small

for 8l, the absolute values of the eigenvalues of A be-
come so small that the trivial solution is guaranteed to
be stable, yielding a vanishingly small GC size of µ = 0.
However, as the values of ql become larger in a certain
manner, Eq. (23) is satisfied at the percolation thresh-
old, and a solution of µ > 0 comes continuously from the
trivial solution. In this way, the emergence of a large GC
is always described as a continuous phase transition for
single networks.
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One advantage of this expression is that the influence

of si can be expressed graphically as an additional square
node attached to circle i (Fig. 1 (c)), which enables us to
interpret Eqs. (15) and (16) as an algorithm that com-
putes an outgoing message along a link from a node on
the basis of incoming messages along the other links to
the node. This type of interpretation is useful for con-
structing cavity equations to handle more advanced set-
tings such as interdependent networks.

C. Macroscopic description

We turn now to an evaluation of the typical size of
the GC when the networks are generated from an en-
semble and damaged by RFs or TAs. We assume that,
as a consequence of the failures, each site of degree l
is active only with a degree dependent probability ql.
We employ the bipartite graph expression, classify ev-
ery site by its degree l, and define Il to be the fre-
quency that sites of degree l receive Ma!i = 1 among
all links of the bipartite graph. Namely, Il is evaluated

as Il =
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denominator is the number of links that connect to sites
of degree l, and the numerator is the number of links for
which Ma!i = 1 is received by sites of degree l.

Although Il has sample-to-sample fluctuations that de-
pend on the network realizations, the strength of the fluc-
tuations tends to zero as N becomes larger. For typical
samples, this indicates that the samples are expected to

converge to their average as N ! 1, a property known
as self-averaging [40]. In the current problem, because of
the tree-like property of the random networks, Il can be
evaluated as the expectations with respect to the graph
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sion, given a circle of degree l, the conditional distri-
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D. Connection between the cavity method and
generating function formalism

Before proceeding further, we mention briefly the rela-
tionship between the cavity method and the GFF.
Consider the cases of no degree correlations r(k|l) =

r(k) for arbitrary pairs of k, l and no site dependence
of the active probability ql = q for 8l. In such cases,
Eq. (18) becomes independent of l, and therefore we can
set Il = I. This makes it possible to summarize Eq. (18)
as

X

l

r(l)I l�1 =
X

l

r(l)

 
1� q + q

X

k

r(k)Ik�1

!l�1

,(24)

which can be expressed more concisely as

f = H(1� q + qf), (25)

where we have defined

G(x) =
X

k

p(k)xk, (26)

H(x) =
X

k

r(k)xk�1 =
G0(x)

G0(1)
, (27)

and set f ⌘
P

k r(k)I
k�1 = H(I). Using the solution of

Eq. (25), Eq. (19) is evaluated as

µ = q (1�G(1� q + qf)) . (28)

Equation (25) is nothing but a transcendental equa-

tion for the GFF [20]. Namely, the cavity method is re-
duced to the GFF in the simplest cases. However, when
degree–degree correlations exist, Il generally depends on
the degree l, and therefore the cavity equations, Eq. (18),
cannot be summarized as a nonlinear equation of a sin-
gle variable. As a consequence, one cannot exploit the
compact expression of the GFF and has to directly deal
with the cavity equations for evaluating the size of the
GC [8, 10]. A similar idea has been implemented in the
GFF by handling a set of coupled generating functions
for evaluating the GC of networks free from failures [39].

IV. CAVITY APPROACH FOR
INTERDEPENDENT NETWORKS

In this section, we develop the cavity method for an-
alyzing the cascade phenomena in interdependent net-
works that occurs as a result of RFs or TAs.

A. Cascade phenomena of interdependent networks

Consider the pair of interdependent networks intro-
duced in section II. Each pair of sites in networks A
and B is interdependent so that both sites become inac-
tive and lose their functions if one site becomes inactive.

In addition, each active site in A also loses its function if
it is disconnected from the GC of A, which brings about
functional failure of the coupled site in B, and vice versa.
In each network, the GC is defined as the largest subset
of functional sites.

We assume initial conditions of all sites being active
and functional in both networks. In the initial step, sites
in A su↵er from RFs or TAs, and only a portion of the
sites remain active. Further, an additional portion of
sites lose their functions because they were disconnected
from the GC of A. In the second step, the sites in B
that are coupled with the sites in A that were discon-
nected from the GC also lose their functions due to the
properties of interdependent networks noted above. This
reduces the size of the GC in B, and an extra potion
of sites in B lose their functions. In the third step, func-
tional failure in B is propagated back to A causing further
functional failure in A, and this process is repeated until
convergence. This is the cascade phenomena.

At convergence, every site of the GC in A is coupled
with a site of the GC in B on a one-to-one basis. The
resulting GC of the site pairs is often termed the mu-

tual GC. Earlier studies reported that unlike the case of
single networks, the size of the mutual GC relative to
the network size vanishes discontinuously from O(1) to
zero at a critical condition as the strength of the failures
in the initial step becomes larger [11, 12]. We develop
here a methodology for examining this phenomena on
the basis of the cavity method by taking degree–degree
correlations into account.

B. Microscopic description

Let us denote a site pair of the interdependent net-
works as i. We employ a binary variable si 2 {0, 1}
to represent whether i is kept active in the initial stage
(si = 1) or fails (si = 0). We also introduce the state
variable �t

A,i 2 {0, 1} that indicates whether 9j 2 @Ai be-

longs to the GC in A (�A
i = 0) or does not (�A

i = 1) when
i is left out after the t-th (t = 1, 2, . . .) step, with �B,i

being the equivalent state variable for B. Using these, the
size of the mutual GC after the 2t-th step is expressed as

S2t =
1

N

NX

i=1

si(1� �2t�1
A,i )(1� �2t

B,i). (29)

For a given t, �2t�1
A,i and �2t

B,i can be obtained by
the cavity method. To do this, we note that the state
variables in A after the 2t � 1-th step can be eval-
uated by the scheme for single networks by handing
⌧2t�1
A,i = si(1��2t�2

B,i ) as a binary variable for representing

whether i is active (⌧2t�1
A,i = 1) or inactive (⌧2t�1

A,i = 0),

where �0
B,i is set to zero from the assumption. Using the
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in the initial step becomes larger [11, 12]. We develop
here a methodology for examining this phenomena on
the basis of the cavity method by taking degree–degree
correlations into account.

B. Microscopic description

Let us denote a site pair of the interdependent net-
works as i. We employ a binary variable si 2 {0, 1}
to represent whether i is kept active in the initial stage
(si = 1) or fails (si = 0). We also introduce the state
variable �t

A,i 2 {0, 1} that indicates whether 9j 2 @Ai be-

longs to the GC in A (�A
i = 0) or does not (�A

i = 1) when
i is left out after the t-th (t = 1, 2, . . .) step, with �B,i

being the equivalent state variable for B. Using these, the
size of the mutual GC after the 2t-th step is expressed as

S2t =
1

N

NX

i=1

si(1� �2t�1
A,i )(1� �2t

B,i). (29)

For a given t, �2t�1
A,i and �2t

B,i can be obtained by
the cavity method. To do this, we note that the state
variables in A after the 2t � 1-th step can be eval-
uated by the scheme for single networks by handing
⌧2t�1
A,i = si(1��2t�2

B,i ) as a binary variable for representing

whether i is active (⌧2t�1
A,i = 1) or inactive (⌧2t�1

A,i = 0),

where �0
B,i is set to zero from the assumption. Using the
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D. Connection between the cavity method and
generating function formalism

Before proceeding further, we mention briefly the rela-
tionship between the cavity method and the GFF.

Consider the cases of no degree correlations r(k|l) =
r(k) for arbitrary pairs of k, l and no site dependence
of the active probability ql = q for 8l. In such cases,
Eq. (18) becomes independent of l, and therefore we can
set Il = I. This makes it possible to summarize Eq. (18)
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r(k)Ik�1
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,(24)

which can be expressed more concisely as
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X
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p(k)xk, (26)

H(x) =
X
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r(k)xk�1 =
G0(x)

G0(1)
, (27)
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P

k r(k)I
k�1 = H(I). Using the solution of

Eq. (25), Eq. (19) is evaluated as

µ = q (1�G(1� q + qf)) . (28)

Equation (25) is nothing but a transcendental equa-

tion for the GFF [20]. Namely, the cavity method is re-
duced to the GFF in the simplest cases. However, when
degree–degree correlations exist, Il generally depends on
the degree l, and therefore the cavity equations, Eq. (18),
cannot be summarized as a nonlinear equation of a sin-
gle variable. As a consequence, one cannot exploit the
compact expression of the GFF and has to directly deal
with the cavity equations for evaluating the size of the
GC [8, 10]. A similar idea has been implemented in the
GFF by handling a set of coupled generating functions
for evaluating the GC of networks free from failures [39].

IV. CAVITY APPROACH FOR
INTERDEPENDENT NETWORKS

In this section, we develop the cavity method for an-
alyzing the cascade phenomena in interdependent net-
works that occurs as a result of RFs or TAs.

A. Cascade phenomena of interdependent networks

Consider the pair of interdependent networks intro-
duced in section II. Each pair of sites in networks A
and B is interdependent so that both sites become inac-
tive and lose their functions if one site becomes inactive.

In addition, each active site in A also loses its function if
it is disconnected from the GC of A, which brings about
functional failure of the coupled site in B, and vice versa.
In each network, the GC is defined as the largest subset
of functional sites.

We assume initial conditions of all sites being active
and functional in both networks. In the initial step, sites
in A su↵er from RFs or TAs, and only a portion of the
sites remain active. Further, an additional portion of
sites lose their functions because they were disconnected
from the GC of A. In the second step, the sites in B
that are coupled with the sites in A that were discon-
nected from the GC also lose their functions due to the
properties of interdependent networks noted above. This
reduces the size of the GC in B, and an extra potion
of sites in B lose their functions. In the third step, func-
tional failure in B is propagated back to A causing further
functional failure in A, and this process is repeated until
convergence. This is the cascade phenomena.

At convergence, every site of the GC in A is coupled
with a site of the GC in B on a one-to-one basis. The
resulting GC of the site pairs is often termed the mu-

tual GC. Earlier studies reported that unlike the case of
single networks, the size of the mutual GC relative to
the network size vanishes discontinuously from O(1) to
zero at a critical condition as the strength of the failures
in the initial step becomes larger [11, 12]. We develop
here a methodology for examining this phenomena on
the basis of the cavity method by taking degree–degree
correlations into account.

B. Microscopic description

Let us denote a site pair of the interdependent net-
works as i. We employ a binary variable si 2 {0, 1}
to represent whether i is kept active in the initial stage
(si = 1) or fails (si = 0). We also introduce the state
variable �t

A,i 2 {0, 1} that indicates whether 9j 2 @Ai be-

longs to the GC in A (�A
i = 0) or does not (�A

i = 1) when
i is left out after the t-th (t = 1, 2, . . .) step, with �B,i

being the equivalent state variable for B. Using these, the
size of the mutual GC after the 2t-th step is expressed as
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NX

i=1

si(1� �2t�1
A,i )(1� �2t

B,i). (29)

For a given t, �2t�1
A,i and �2t

B,i can be obtained by
the cavity method. To do this, we note that the state
variables in A after the 2t � 1-th step can be eval-
uated by the scheme for single networks by handing
⌧2t�1
A,i = si(1��2t�2

B,i ) as a binary variable for representing

whether i is active (⌧2t�1
A,i = 1) or inactive (⌧2t�1

A,i = 0),

where �0
B,i is set to zero from the assumption. Using the

解析評価（生成関数法との比較）

Cavity法におけるマクロなメッセージの計算式

生成関数法
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 1. (a) Graph expression of a network. (b) Bipartite
graph expression of the graph in (a). A square node is as-
signed for each edge in (a). (c) Bipartite graph expression
of a damaged network. Black square nodes attached to each
circle represent whether site i, denoted by the circle, is active
(si = 1) or inactive (si = 0).

and

�i =
Y

a2@i

Ma!i, (17)

respectively.
One advantage of this expression is that the influence

of si can be expressed graphically as an additional square
node attached to circle i (Fig. 1 (c)), which enables us to
interpret Eqs. (15) and (16) as an algorithm that com-
putes an outgoing message along a link from a node on
the basis of incoming messages along the other links to
the node. This type of interpretation is useful for con-
structing cavity equations to handle more advanced set-
tings such as interdependent networks.

C. Macroscopic description

We turn now to an evaluation of the typical size of
the GC when the networks are generated from an en-
semble and damaged by RFs or TAs. We assume that,
as a consequence of the failures, each site of degree l
is active only with a degree dependent probability ql.
We employ the bipartite graph expression, classify ev-
ery site by its degree l, and define Il to be the fre-
quency that sites of degree l receive Ma!i = 1 among
all links of the bipartite graph. Namely, Il is evaluated

as Il =
�
l
P

i �|@i|,l
��1 P

i(�|@i|,l
P

a2@i Ma!i), where the
denominator is the number of links that connect to sites
of degree l, and the numerator is the number of links for
which Ma!i = 1 is received by sites of degree l.

Although Il has sample-to-sample fluctuations that de-
pend on the network realizations, the strength of the fluc-
tuations tends to zero as N becomes larger. For typical
samples, this indicates that the samples are expected to

converge to their average as N ! 1, a property known
as self-averaging [40]. In the current problem, because of
the tree-like property of the random networks, Il can be
evaluated as the expectations with respect to the graph
and failure generations. In the bipartite graph expres-
sion, given a circle of degree l, the conditional distri-
bution that the circle is coupled to a circle of degree k
through a square is given by r(k|l). In addition, the
probability that the circle of degree k is active is qk. Av-
eraging Eq. (16) with respect to r(k|l) and qk for a fixed
value of l and utilizing Eq. (15) leads to

Il =
X

k

r(k|l)(1� qk + qkI
k�1
k ). (18)

Here, we have employed the property that the average ofQ
b2@i\a Mb!i on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) can be

taken independently of the indices b 2 @i\a because of
the tree-like nature of random graphs. The whole set in
Eq. (18) determines Il for 8l. After solving the equations,
the typical size of the GC is evaluated as

µ =
X

l

p(l)ql(1� I ll ), (19)

which corresponds to Eq. (12).
Equation (18) always allows a trivial solution Il = 1

for 8l yielding µ = 0. The local stability of this trivial
solution can be evaluated by linearizing the equations,
which gives

�Il =
X

k

(k � 1)qkr(k|l)�Ik, (20)

or the alternative expression

�I = A�I, (21)

where A is a matrix defined as

Alk = (k � 1)qkr(k|l). (22)

Equation (21) states that the trivial solution is stable
provided µ = 0 if and only if all eigenvalues of A are
placed inside the unit circle centered at the origin in the
complex plane. As Alk � 0 is guaranteed for 8l and 8k,
the Perron-Frobenius theorem indicates that the critical
condition changing this situation is given as

det (E�A) = 0, (23)

which determines the percolation threshold for a given set
of control parameters, where E is the identity matrix.
When the active probabilities ql are su�ciently small

for 8l, the absolute values of the eigenvalues of A be-
come so small that the trivial solution is guaranteed to
be stable, yielding a vanishingly small GC size of µ = 0.
However, as the values of ql become larger in a certain
manner, Eq. (23) is satisfied at the percolation thresh-
old, and a solution of µ > 0 comes continuously from the
trivial solution. In this way, the emergence of a large GC
is always described as a continuous phase transition for
single networks.

セルフコンシステントな等式
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D. Connection between the cavity method and
generating function formalism

Before proceeding further, we mention briefly the rela-
tionship between the cavity method and the GFF.

Consider the cases of no degree correlations r(k|l) =
r(k) for arbitrary pairs of k, l and no site dependence
of the active probability ql = q for 8l. In such cases,
Eq. (18) becomes independent of l, and therefore we can
set Il = I. This makes it possible to summarize Eq. (18)
as

X

l

r(l)I l�1 =
X

l

r(l)

 
1� q + q

X

k

r(k)Ik�1

!l�1

,(24)

which can be expressed more concisely as

f = H(1� q + qf), (25)

where we have defined

G(x) =
X

k

p(k)xk, (26)

H(x) =
X

k

r(k)xk�1 =
G0(x)

G0(1)
, (27)

and set f ⌘
P

k r(k)I
k�1 = H(I). Using the solution of

Eq. (25), Eq. (19) is evaluated as

µ = q (1�G(1� q + qf)) . (28)

Equation (25) is nothing but a transcendental equa-

tion for the GFF [20]. Namely, the cavity method is re-
duced to the GFF in the simplest cases. However, when
degree–degree correlations exist, Il generally depends on
the degree l, and therefore the cavity equations, Eq. (18),
cannot be summarized as a nonlinear equation of a sin-
gle variable. As a consequence, one cannot exploit the
compact expression of the GFF and has to directly deal
with the cavity equations for evaluating the size of the
GC [8, 10]. A similar idea has been implemented in the
GFF by handling a set of coupled generating functions
for evaluating the GC of networks free from failures [39].

IV. CAVITY APPROACH FOR
INTERDEPENDENT NETWORKS

In this section, we develop the cavity method for an-
alyzing the cascade phenomena in interdependent net-
works that occurs as a result of RFs or TAs.

A. Cascade phenomena of interdependent networks

Consider the pair of interdependent networks intro-
duced in section II. Each pair of sites in networks A
and B is interdependent so that both sites become inac-
tive and lose their functions if one site becomes inactive.

In addition, each active site in A also loses its function if
it is disconnected from the GC of A, which brings about
functional failure of the coupled site in B, and vice versa.
In each network, the GC is defined as the largest subset
of functional sites.

We assume initial conditions of all sites being active
and functional in both networks. In the initial step, sites
in A su↵er from RFs or TAs, and only a portion of the
sites remain active. Further, an additional portion of
sites lose their functions because they were disconnected
from the GC of A. In the second step, the sites in B
that are coupled with the sites in A that were discon-
nected from the GC also lose their functions due to the
properties of interdependent networks noted above. This
reduces the size of the GC in B, and an extra potion
of sites in B lose their functions. In the third step, func-
tional failure in B is propagated back to A causing further
functional failure in A, and this process is repeated until
convergence. This is the cascade phenomena.

At convergence, every site of the GC in A is coupled
with a site of the GC in B on a one-to-one basis. The
resulting GC of the site pairs is often termed the mu-

tual GC. Earlier studies reported that unlike the case of
single networks, the size of the mutual GC relative to
the network size vanishes discontinuously from O(1) to
zero at a critical condition as the strength of the failures
in the initial step becomes larger [11, 12]. We develop
here a methodology for examining this phenomena on
the basis of the cavity method by taking degree–degree
correlations into account.

B. Microscopic description

Let us denote a site pair of the interdependent net-
works as i. We employ a binary variable si 2 {0, 1}
to represent whether i is kept active in the initial stage
(si = 1) or fails (si = 0). We also introduce the state
variable �t

A,i 2 {0, 1} that indicates whether 9j 2 @Ai be-

longs to the GC in A (�A
i = 0) or does not (�A

i = 1) when
i is left out after the t-th (t = 1, 2, . . .) step, with �B,i

being the equivalent state variable for B. Using these, the
size of the mutual GC after the 2t-th step is expressed as

S2t =
1

N

NX

i=1

si(1� �2t�1
A,i )(1� �2t

B,i). (29)

For a given t, �2t�1
A,i and �2t

B,i can be obtained by
the cavity method. To do this, we note that the state
variables in A after the 2t � 1-th step can be eval-
uated by the scheme for single networks by handing
⌧2t�1
A,i = si(1��2t�2

B,i ) as a binary variable for representing

whether i is active (⌧2t�1
A,i = 1) or inactive (⌧2t�1

A,i = 0),

where �0
B,i is set to zero from the assumption. Using the

次数相関が無い場合において明確な
対応関係が確認できた．
次数相関がある場合においても，お
そらく対応している．
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解析評価（相互依存ネットワーク）

シングルネットワークとの違い

結論から言えば，ネットワークAにおいてもネットワークBにおいてもGCに含まれ
るサイトが， 終的に孤立していない，すなわち“共通のGC”に含まれる．

パーコレーション過程は各ネットワークにおいて交互に行われるため，その都度サ
イトがGCに含まれるか否かを計算する．

ネットワーク内におけるメッセージの意味合いはシングルネットワークのときと変
わらない．

しかし，ネットワーク間におけるメッセージは，直前のステップにおいて，サイト
がGCに含まれるか否かの情報である．これはシングルネットワークにおいて，予
め与えられていた生存情報の代替と考えられる．
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite graph expression of interdependent net-
works. Double circles represent site pairs connected by inter-
network links. White squares represent links in each network,
while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
site pairs is removed in the initial failure or not. (b) Graphical
expression of Eq. (30) in A and Eq. (33) in B. (c) Graphical
expression of Eq. (31) in A and Eq. (34) in B. Shaded squares
indicate square nodes in the counterpart network, messages
from which are evaluated in the previous step and fixed in the
current update. Messages from the black squares are fixed
as si in all steps. Contributions from the shaded and black
squares are summarized as ⌧2t�1

A,i and ⌧2t
B,i in Eq. (31) and

Eq. (34), respectively. In (b) and (c), the message of the full
line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).

bipartite graph expression (Fig. 2), we get

MA
a!i = MA

j!a (@Aa = {i, j}) , (30)

MA
i!a =1�⌧2t�1

A,i +⌧2t�1
A,i

Y

b2@Ai\a

MA
b!i, (31)

and the solution of these yields

�2t�1
A,i =

Y

a2@Ai

MA
a!i. (32)

Similarly, those in B after the 2t-th step are

MB
a!i = MB

j!a (@Ba = {i, j}) , (33)

MB
i!a =1�⌧2tB,i+⌧2tB,i

Y

b2@Bi\a

MB
b!i, (34)

and

�2t
B,i =

Y

a2@Bi

MB
a!i, (35)

where we set ⌧2tB,i = si(1��2t�1
A,i ). Solving these with the

initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.

C. Macroscopic description

To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB

=
�
lA
P

i �|@Ai|,lA�|@Bi|,lB
��1�P

i�|@Ai|,lA
P

a2@iM
A
a!i

�
, and

similarly define IBlAlB
for B.

Let us denote q2t�1
A,lAlB

as the conditional probability

that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees

lA in A and lB in B at the 2t � 1-th step. The self-
averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
graphs allow us to macroscopically describe Eqs. (30) and
(31) as

IAlAlB =
X

kA,kB

rA(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
⇣
1�q2t�1A,kAkB

+q2t�1A,kAkB
(IAkAkB

)kA�1
⌘
. (36)

Equation (32) states that the conditional probability of a
site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1

A,i = 1

after the 2t � 1-th step is
�
IAlAlB

�lA . Among these sites,
only the fraction of qlAlB is active. Therefore, the condi-
tional probability that a site pair of degrees lA in A and
lB in B has ⌧2tB,i = 1 in B at the 2t-th step is evaluated as

q2tB,lAlB = qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IAlAlB

�lA⌘
, (37)

using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
in B at the 2t-th step in a similar manner to Eq. (36) as

IBlAlB =
X

kA,kB

rB(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
�
1�q2tB,kAkB

+q2tB,kAkB
(IBkAkB

)kB�1
�
. (38)

Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1

A,i =
1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as

q2t+1
A,lAlB

= qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IBlAlB

�lB⌘
. (39)

Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
mutual GC after the 2t-th step as

µ2t =
X

lA,lB

P (lA, lB)qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IAlAlB

�lA⌘

⇥
⇣
1�

�
IBlAlB

�lB⌘

=
X

lA,lB

P (lA, lB) (qlAlB)
�1 q2t�1

A,lAlB
q2tB,lAlB . (40)
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite graph expression of interdependent net-
works. Double circles represent site pairs connected by inter-
network links. White squares represent links in each network,
while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
site pairs is removed in the initial failure or not. (b) Graphical
expression of Eq. (30) in A and Eq. (33) in B. (c) Graphical
expression of Eq. (31) in A and Eq. (34) in B. Shaded squares
indicate square nodes in the counterpart network, messages
from which are evaluated in the previous step and fixed in the
current update. Messages from the black squares are fixed
as si in all steps. Contributions from the shaded and black
squares are summarized as ⌧2t�1

A,i and ⌧2t
B,i in Eq. (31) and

Eq. (34), respectively. In (b) and (c), the message of the full
line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).

bipartite graph expression (Fig. 2), we get

MA
a!i = MA

j!a (@Aa = {i, j}) , (30)

MA
i!a =1�⌧2t�1

A,i +⌧2t�1
A,i

Y

b2@Ai\a

MA
b!i, (31)

and the solution of these yields

�2t�1
A,i =

Y

a2@Ai

MA
a!i. (32)

Similarly, those in B after the 2t-th step are

MB
a!i = MB

j!a (@Ba = {i, j}) , (33)

MB
i!a =1�⌧2tB,i+⌧2tB,i

Y

b2@Bi\a

MB
b!i, (34)

and

�2t
B,i =

Y

a2@Bi

MB
a!i, (35)

where we set ⌧2tB,i = si(1��2t�1
A,i ). Solving these with the

initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.

C. Macroscopic description

To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB

=
�
lA
P

i �|@Ai|,lA�|@Bi|,lB
��1�P

i�|@Ai|,lA
P

a2@iM
A
a!i

�
, and

similarly define IBlAlB
for B.

Let us denote q2t�1
A,lAlB

as the conditional probability

that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees

lA in A and lB in B at the 2t � 1-th step. The self-
averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
graphs allow us to macroscopically describe Eqs. (30) and
(31) as

IAlAlB =
X

kA,kB

rA(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
⇣
1�q2t�1A,kAkB

+q2t�1A,kAkB
(IAkAkB

)kA�1
⌘
. (36)

Equation (32) states that the conditional probability of a
site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1

A,i = 1

after the 2t � 1-th step is
�
IAlAlB

�lA . Among these sites,
only the fraction of qlAlB is active. Therefore, the condi-
tional probability that a site pair of degrees lA in A and
lB in B has ⌧2tB,i = 1 in B at the 2t-th step is evaluated as

q2tB,lAlB = qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IAlAlB

�lA⌘
, (37)

using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
in B at the 2t-th step in a similar manner to Eq. (36) as

IBlAlB =
X

kA,kB

rB(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
�
1�q2tB,kAkB

+q2tB,kAkB
(IBkAkB

)kB�1
�
. (38)

Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1

A,i =
1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as

q2t+1
A,lAlB

= qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IBlAlB

�lB⌘
. (39)

Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
mutual GC after the 2t-th step as

µ2t =
X

lA,lB

P (lA, lB)qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IAlAlB

�lA⌘

⇥
⇣
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�
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=
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite graph expression of interdependent net-
works. Double circles represent site pairs connected by inter-
network links. White squares represent links in each network,
while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
site pairs is removed in the initial failure or not. (b) Graphical
expression of Eq. (30) in A and Eq. (33) in B. (c) Graphical
expression of Eq. (31) in A and Eq. (34) in B. Shaded squares
indicate square nodes in the counterpart network, messages
from which are evaluated in the previous step and fixed in the
current update. Messages from the black squares are fixed
as si in all steps. Contributions from the shaded and black
squares are summarized as ⌧2t�1

A,i and ⌧2t
B,i in Eq. (31) and

Eq. (34), respectively. In (b) and (c), the message of the full
line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).

bipartite graph expression (Fig. 2), we get

MA
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j!a (@Aa = {i, j}) , (30)

MA
i!a =1�⌧2t�1

A,i +⌧2t�1
A,i

Y
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b!i, (31)

and the solution of these yields
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Similarly, those in B after the 2t-th step are
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and
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B,i =
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a2@Bi
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where we set ⌧2tB,i = si(1��2t�1
A,i ). Solving these with the

initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.

C. Macroscopic description

To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB

=
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i �|@Ai|,lA�|@Bi|,lB
��1�P

i�|@Ai|,lA
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�
, and

similarly define IBlAlB
for B.

Let us denote q2t�1
A,lAlB

as the conditional probability

that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees

lA in A and lB in B at the 2t � 1-th step. The self-
averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
graphs allow us to macroscopically describe Eqs. (30) and
(31) as

IAlAlB =
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rA(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
⇣
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. (36)

Equation (32) states that the conditional probability of a
site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1

A,i = 1

after the 2t � 1-th step is
�
IAlAlB

�lA . Among these sites,
only the fraction of qlAlB is active. Therefore, the condi-
tional probability that a site pair of degrees lA in A and
lB in B has ⌧2tB,i = 1 in B at the 2t-th step is evaluated as

q2tB,lAlB = qlAlB

⇣
1�
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IAlAlB

�lA⌘
, (37)

using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
in B at the 2t-th step in a similar manner to Eq. (36) as

IBlAlB =
X
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⇥
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Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1

A,i =
1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as

q2t+1
A,lAlB

= qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IBlAlB

�lB⌘
. (39)

Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
mutual GC after the 2t-th step as

µ2t =
X

lA,lB

P (lA, lB)qlAlB

⇣
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IAlAlB
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite graph expression of interdependent net-
works. Double circles represent site pairs connected by inter-
network links. White squares represent links in each network,
while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
site pairs is removed in the initial failure or not. (b) Graphical
expression of Eq. (30) in A and Eq. (33) in B. (c) Graphical
expression of Eq. (31) in A and Eq. (34) in B. Shaded squares
indicate square nodes in the counterpart network, messages
from which are evaluated in the previous step and fixed in the
current update. Messages from the black squares are fixed
as si in all steps. Contributions from the shaded and black
squares are summarized as ⌧2t�1

A,i and ⌧2t
B,i in Eq. (31) and

Eq. (34), respectively. In (b) and (c), the message of the full
line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).

bipartite graph expression (Fig. 2), we get

MA
a!i = MA

j!a (@Aa = {i, j}) , (30)

MA
i!a =1�⌧2t�1

A,i +⌧2t�1
A,i
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and the solution of these yields
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Similarly, those in B after the 2t-th step are
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b!i, (34)

and
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B,i =
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a!i, (35)

where we set ⌧2tB,i = si(1��2t�1
A,i ). Solving these with the

initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.

C. Macroscopic description

To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB

=
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lA
P

i �|@Ai|,lA�|@Bi|,lB
��1�P

i�|@Ai|,lA
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A
a!i

�
, and

similarly define IBlAlB
for B.

Let us denote q2t�1
A,lAlB

as the conditional probability

that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees

lA in A and lB in B at the 2t � 1-th step. The self-
averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
graphs allow us to macroscopically describe Eqs. (30) and
(31) as

IAlAlB =
X

kA,kB

rA(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
⇣
1�q2t�1A,kAkB

+q2t�1A,kAkB
(IAkAkB

)kA�1
⌘
. (36)

Equation (32) states that the conditional probability of a
site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1

A,i = 1

after the 2t � 1-th step is
�
IAlAlB

�lA . Among these sites,
only the fraction of qlAlB is active. Therefore, the condi-
tional probability that a site pair of degrees lA in A and
lB in B has ⌧2tB,i = 1 in B at the 2t-th step is evaluated as

q2tB,lAlB = qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IAlAlB

�lA⌘
, (37)

using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
in B at the 2t-th step in a similar manner to Eq. (36) as

IBlAlB =
X

kA,kB

rB(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
�
1�q2tB,kAkB

+q2tB,kAkB
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�
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Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1

A,i =
1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as

q2t+1
A,lAlB

= qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IBlAlB

�lB⌘
. (39)

Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
mutual GC after the 2t-th step as

µ2t =
X

lA,lB

P (lA, lB)qlAlB

⇣
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IAlAlB
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite graph expression of interdependent net-
works. Double circles represent site pairs connected by inter-
network links. White squares represent links in each network,
while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
site pairs is removed in the initial failure or not. (b) Graphical
expression of Eq. (30) in A and Eq. (33) in B. (c) Graphical
expression of Eq. (31) in A and Eq. (34) in B. Shaded squares
indicate square nodes in the counterpart network, messages
from which are evaluated in the previous step and fixed in the
current update. Messages from the black squares are fixed
as si in all steps. Contributions from the shaded and black
squares are summarized as ⌧2t�1

A,i and ⌧2t
B,i in Eq. (31) and

Eq. (34), respectively. In (b) and (c), the message of the full
line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).

bipartite graph expression (Fig. 2), we get

MA
a!i = MA

j!a (@Aa = {i, j}) , (30)

MA
i!a =1�⌧2t�1

A,i +⌧2t�1
A,i

Y

b2@Ai\a

MA
b!i, (31)

and the solution of these yields

�2t�1
A,i =
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MA
a!i. (32)

Similarly, those in B after the 2t-th step are

MB
a!i = MB

j!a (@Ba = {i, j}) , (33)
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i!a =1�⌧2tB,i+⌧2tB,i
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b2@Bi\a

MB
b!i, (34)

and

�2t
B,i =

Y

a2@Bi

MB
a!i, (35)

where we set ⌧2tB,i = si(1��2t�1
A,i ). Solving these with the

initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.

C. Macroscopic description

To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB

=
�
lA
P

i �|@Ai|,lA�|@Bi|,lB
��1�P

i�|@Ai|,lA
P

a2@iM
A
a!i

�
, and

similarly define IBlAlB
for B.

Let us denote q2t�1
A,lAlB

as the conditional probability

that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees

lA in A and lB in B at the 2t � 1-th step. The self-
averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
graphs allow us to macroscopically describe Eqs. (30) and
(31) as

IAlAlB =
X

kA,kB

rA(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
⇣
1�q2t�1A,kAkB

+q2t�1A,kAkB
(IAkAkB

)kA�1
⌘
. (36)

Equation (32) states that the conditional probability of a
site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1

A,i = 1

after the 2t � 1-th step is
�
IAlAlB

�lA . Among these sites,
only the fraction of qlAlB is active. Therefore, the condi-
tional probability that a site pair of degrees lA in A and
lB in B has ⌧2tB,i = 1 in B at the 2t-th step is evaluated as

q2tB,lAlB = qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IAlAlB

�lA⌘
, (37)

using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
in B at the 2t-th step in a similar manner to Eq. (36) as

IBlAlB =
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kA,kB

rB(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
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1�q2tB,kAkB

+q2tB,kAkB
(IBkAkB

)kB�1
�
. (38)

Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1

A,i =
1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as

q2t+1
A,lAlB

= qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IBlAlB

�lB⌘
. (39)

Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
mutual GC after the 2t-th step as

µ2t =
X

lA,lB

P (lA, lB)qlAlB

⇣
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D. Connection between the cavity method and
generating function formalism

Before proceeding further, we mention briefly the rela-
tionship between the cavity method and the GFF.
Consider the cases of no degree correlations r(k|l) =

r(k) for arbitrary pairs of k, l and no site dependence
of the active probability ql = q for 8l. In such cases,
Eq. (18) becomes independent of l, and therefore we can
set Il = I. This makes it possible to summarize Eq. (18)
as

X

l

r(l)I l�1 =
X

l

r(l)

 
1� q + q

X

k

r(k)Ik�1

!l�1

,(24)

which can be expressed more concisely as

f = H(1� q + qf), (25)

where we have defined

G(x) =
X

k

p(k)xk, (26)

H(x) =
X

k

r(k)xk�1 =
G0(x)

G0(1)
, (27)

and set f ⌘
P

k r(k)I
k�1 = H(I). Using the solution of

Eq. (25), Eq. (19) is evaluated as

µ = q (1�G(1� q + qf)) . (28)

Equation (25) is nothing but a transcendental equa-

tion for the GFF [20]. Namely, the cavity method is re-
duced to the GFF in the simplest cases. However, when
degree–degree correlations exist, Il generally depends on
the degree l, and therefore the cavity equations, Eq. (18),
cannot be summarized as a nonlinear equation of a sin-
gle variable. As a consequence, one cannot exploit the
compact expression of the GFF and has to directly deal
with the cavity equations for evaluating the size of the
GC [8, 10]. A similar idea has been implemented in the
GFF by handling a set of coupled generating functions
for evaluating the GC of networks free from failures [39].

IV. CAVITY APPROACH FOR
INTERDEPENDENT NETWORKS

In this section, we develop the cavity method for an-
alyzing the cascade phenomena in interdependent net-
works that occurs as a result of RFs or TAs.

A. Cascade phenomena of interdependent networks

Consider the pair of interdependent networks intro-
duced in section II. Each pair of sites in networks A
and B is interdependent so that both sites become inac-
tive and lose their functions if one site becomes inactive.

In addition, each active site in A also loses its function if
it is disconnected from the GC of A, which brings about
functional failure of the coupled site in B, and vice versa.
In each network, the GC is defined as the largest subset
of functional sites.

We assume initial conditions of all sites being active
and functional in both networks. In the initial step, sites
in A su↵er from RFs or TAs, and only a portion of the
sites remain active. Further, an additional portion of
sites lose their functions because they were disconnected
from the GC of A. In the second step, the sites in B
that are coupled with the sites in A that were discon-
nected from the GC also lose their functions due to the
properties of interdependent networks noted above. This
reduces the size of the GC in B, and an extra potion
of sites in B lose their functions. In the third step, func-
tional failure in B is propagated back to A causing further
functional failure in A, and this process is repeated until
convergence. This is the cascade phenomena.

At convergence, every site of the GC in A is coupled
with a site of the GC in B on a one-to-one basis. The
resulting GC of the site pairs is often termed the mu-

tual GC. Earlier studies reported that unlike the case of
single networks, the size of the mutual GC relative to
the network size vanishes discontinuously from O(1) to
zero at a critical condition as the strength of the failures
in the initial step becomes larger [11, 12]. We develop
here a methodology for examining this phenomena on
the basis of the cavity method by taking degree–degree
correlations into account.

B. Microscopic description

Let us denote a site pair of the interdependent net-
works as i. We employ a binary variable si 2 {0, 1}
to represent whether i is kept active in the initial stage
(si = 1) or fails (si = 0). We also introduce the state
variable �t

A,i 2 {0, 1} that indicates whether 9j 2 @Ai be-

longs to the GC in A (�A
i = 0) or does not (�A

i = 1) when
i is left out after the t-th (t = 1, 2, . . .) step, with �B,i

being the equivalent state variable for B. Using these, the
size of the mutual GC after the 2t-th step is expressed as

S2t =
1

N

NX

i=1

si(1� �2t�1
A,i )(1� �2t

B,i). (29)

For a given t, �2t�1
A,i and �2t

B,i can be obtained by
the cavity method. To do this, we note that the state
variables in A after the 2t � 1-th step can be eval-
uated by the scheme for single networks by handing
⌧2t�1
A,i = si(1��2t�2

B,i ) as a binary variable for representing

whether i is active (⌧2t�1
A,i = 1) or inactive (⌧2t�1

A,i = 0),

where �0
B,i is set to zero from the assumption. Using the
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite graph expression of interdependent net-
works. Double circles represent site pairs connected by inter-
network links. White squares represent links in each network,
while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
site pairs is removed in the initial failure or not. (b) Graphical
expression of Eq. (30) in A and Eq. (33) in B. (c) Graphical
expression of Eq. (31) in A and Eq. (34) in B. Shaded squares
indicate square nodes in the counterpart network, messages
from which are evaluated in the previous step and fixed in the
current update. Messages from the black squares are fixed
as si in all steps. Contributions from the shaded and black
squares are summarized as ⌧2t�1

A,i and ⌧2t
B,i in Eq. (31) and

Eq. (34), respectively. In (b) and (c), the message of the full
line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).

bipartite graph expression (Fig. 2), we get

MA
a!i = MA

j!a (@Aa = {i, j}) , (30)

MA
i!a =1�⌧2t�1

A,i +⌧2t�1
A,i

Y

b2@Ai\a

MA
b!i, (31)

and the solution of these yields

�2t�1
A,i =

Y

a2@Ai

MA
a!i. (32)

Similarly, those in B after the 2t-th step are

MB
a!i = MB

j!a (@Ba = {i, j}) , (33)

MB
i!a =1�⌧2tB,i+⌧2tB,i

Y

b2@Bi\a

MB
b!i, (34)

and

�2t
B,i =

Y

a2@Bi

MB
a!i, (35)

where we set ⌧2tB,i = si(1��2t�1
A,i ). Solving these with the

initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.

C. Macroscopic description

To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB

=
�
lA
P

i �|@Ai|,lA�|@Bi|,lB
��1�P

i�|@Ai|,lA
P

a2@iM
A
a!i

�
, and

similarly define IBlAlB
for B.

Let us denote q2t�1
A,lAlB

as the conditional probability

that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees

lA in A and lB in B at the 2t � 1-th step. The self-
averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
graphs allow us to macroscopically describe Eqs. (30) and
(31) as

IAlAlB =
X

kA,kB

rA(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
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Equation (32) states that the conditional probability of a
site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1

A,i = 1

after the 2t � 1-th step is
�
IAlAlB

�lA . Among these sites,
only the fraction of qlAlB is active. Therefore, the condi-
tional probability that a site pair of degrees lA in A and
lB in B has ⌧2tB,i = 1 in B at the 2t-th step is evaluated as

q2tB,lAlB = qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IAlAlB

�lA⌘
, (37)

using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
in B at the 2t-th step in a similar manner to Eq. (36) as
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Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1

A,i =
1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as

q2t+1
A,lAlB

= qlAlB

⇣
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�
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. (39)

Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
mutual GC after the 2t-th step as
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�
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite graph expression of interdependent net-
works. Double circles represent site pairs connected by inter-
network links. White squares represent links in each network,
while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
site pairs is removed in the initial failure or not. (b) Graphical
expression of Eq. (30) in A and Eq. (33) in B. (c) Graphical
expression of Eq. (31) in A and Eq. (34) in B. Shaded squares
indicate square nodes in the counterpart network, messages
from which are evaluated in the previous step and fixed in the
current update. Messages from the black squares are fixed
as si in all steps. Contributions from the shaded and black
squares are summarized as ⌧2t�1

A,i and ⌧2t
B,i in Eq. (31) and

Eq. (34), respectively. In (b) and (c), the message of the full
line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).

bipartite graph expression (Fig. 2), we get
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where we set ⌧2tB,i = si(1��2t�1
A,i ). Solving these with the

initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.

C. Macroscopic description

To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB
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, and

similarly define IBlAlB
for B.

Let us denote q2t�1
A,lAlB

as the conditional probability

that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees

lA in A and lB in B at the 2t � 1-th step. The self-
averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
graphs allow us to macroscopically describe Eqs. (30) and
(31) as
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site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1
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after the 2t � 1-th step is
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�lA . Among these sites,
only the fraction of qlAlB is active. Therefore, the condi-
tional probability that a site pair of degrees lA in A and
lB in B has ⌧2tB,i = 1 in B at the 2t-th step is evaluated as

q2tB,lAlB = qlAlB

⇣
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, (37)

using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
in B at the 2t-th step in a similar manner to Eq. (36) as
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Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1

A,i =
1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as
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⇣
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Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
mutual GC after the 2t-th step as

µ2t =
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lA,lB

P (lA, lB)qlAlB

⇣
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite graph expression of interdependent net-
works. Double circles represent site pairs connected by inter-
network links. White squares represent links in each network,
while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
site pairs is removed in the initial failure or not. (b) Graphical
expression of Eq. (30) in A and Eq. (33) in B. (c) Graphical
expression of Eq. (31) in A and Eq. (34) in B. Shaded squares
indicate square nodes in the counterpart network, messages
from which are evaluated in the previous step and fixed in the
current update. Messages from the black squares are fixed
as si in all steps. Contributions from the shaded and black
squares are summarized as ⌧2t�1

A,i and ⌧2t
B,i in Eq. (31) and

Eq. (34), respectively. In (b) and (c), the message of the full
line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).

bipartite graph expression (Fig. 2), we get

MA
a!i = MA

j!a (@Aa = {i, j}) , (30)

MA
i!a =1�⌧2t�1
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and the solution of these yields
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and
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where we set ⌧2tB,i = si(1��2t�1
A,i ). Solving these with the

initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.

C. Macroscopic description

To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB

=
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, and

similarly define IBlAlB
for B.

Let us denote q2t�1
A,lAlB

as the conditional probability

that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees

lA in A and lB in B at the 2t � 1-th step. The self-
averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
graphs allow us to macroscopically describe Eqs. (30) and
(31) as

IAlAlB =
X

kA,kB

rA(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
⇣
1�q2t�1A,kAkB
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Equation (32) states that the conditional probability of a
site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1

A,i = 1

after the 2t � 1-th step is
�
IAlAlB

�lA . Among these sites,
only the fraction of qlAlB is active. Therefore, the condi-
tional probability that a site pair of degrees lA in A and
lB in B has ⌧2tB,i = 1 in B at the 2t-th step is evaluated as

q2tB,lAlB = qlAlB

⇣
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IAlAlB

�lA⌘
, (37)

using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
in B at the 2t-th step in a similar manner to Eq. (36) as

IBlAlB =
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⇥
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Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1

A,i =
1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as

q2t+1
A,lAlB

= qlAlB

⇣
1�
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IBlAlB

�lB⌘
. (39)

Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
mutual GC after the 2t-th step as

µ2t =
X

lA,lB

P (lA, lB)qlAlB

⇣
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite graph expression of interdependent net-
works. Double circles represent site pairs connected by inter-
network links. White squares represent links in each network,
while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
site pairs is removed in the initial failure or not. (b) Graphical
expression of Eq. (30) in A and Eq. (33) in B. (c) Graphical
expression of Eq. (31) in A and Eq. (34) in B. Shaded squares
indicate square nodes in the counterpart network, messages
from which are evaluated in the previous step and fixed in the
current update. Messages from the black squares are fixed
as si in all steps. Contributions from the shaded and black
squares are summarized as ⌧2t�1

A,i and ⌧2t
B,i in Eq. (31) and

Eq. (34), respectively. In (b) and (c), the message of the full
line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).

bipartite graph expression (Fig. 2), we get

MA
a!i = MA

j!a (@Aa = {i, j}) , (30)

MA
i!a =1�⌧2t�1

A,i +⌧2t�1
A,i

Y

b2@Ai\a

MA
b!i, (31)

and the solution of these yields
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Similarly, those in B after the 2t-th step are

MB
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b!i, (34)

and

�2t
B,i =
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a!i, (35)

where we set ⌧2tB,i = si(1��2t�1
A,i ). Solving these with the

initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.

C. Macroscopic description

To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB

=
�
lA
P

i �|@Ai|,lA�|@Bi|,lB
��1�P

i�|@Ai|,lA
P

a2@iM
A
a!i

�
, and

similarly define IBlAlB
for B.

Let us denote q2t�1
A,lAlB

as the conditional probability

that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees

lA in A and lB in B at the 2t � 1-th step. The self-
averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
graphs allow us to macroscopically describe Eqs. (30) and
(31) as

IAlAlB =
X

kA,kB

rA(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
⇣
1�q2t�1A,kAkB

+q2t�1A,kAkB
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)kA�1
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. (36)

Equation (32) states that the conditional probability of a
site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1

A,i = 1

after the 2t � 1-th step is
�
IAlAlB

�lA . Among these sites,
only the fraction of qlAlB is active. Therefore, the condi-
tional probability that a site pair of degrees lA in A and
lB in B has ⌧2tB,i = 1 in B at the 2t-th step is evaluated as

q2tB,lAlB = qlAlB

⇣
1�
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IAlAlB

�lA⌘
, (37)

using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
in B at the 2t-th step in a similar manner to Eq. (36) as

IBlAlB =
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rB(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
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Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1

A,i =
1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as

q2t+1
A,lAlB

= qlAlB

⇣
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IBlAlB
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. (39)

Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
mutual GC after the 2t-th step as

µ2t =
X

lA,lB

P (lA, lB)qlAlB

⇣
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite graph expression of interdependent net-
works. Double circles represent site pairs connected by inter-
network links. White squares represent links in each network,
while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
site pairs is removed in the initial failure or not. (b) Graphical
expression of Eq. (30) in A and Eq. (33) in B. (c) Graphical
expression of Eq. (31) in A and Eq. (34) in B. Shaded squares
indicate square nodes in the counterpart network, messages
from which are evaluated in the previous step and fixed in the
current update. Messages from the black squares are fixed
as si in all steps. Contributions from the shaded and black
squares are summarized as ⌧2t�1

A,i and ⌧2t
B,i in Eq. (31) and

Eq. (34), respectively. In (b) and (c), the message of the full
line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).

bipartite graph expression (Fig. 2), we get

MA
a!i = MA

j!a (@Aa = {i, j}) , (30)

MA
i!a =1�⌧2t�1

A,i +⌧2t�1
A,i
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and the solution of these yields
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Similarly, those in B after the 2t-th step are
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and
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B,i =
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a!i, (35)

where we set ⌧2tB,i = si(1��2t�1
A,i ). Solving these with the

initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.

C. Macroscopic description

To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB

=
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i �|@Ai|,lA�|@Bi|,lB
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, and

similarly define IBlAlB
for B.

Let us denote q2t�1
A,lAlB

as the conditional probability

that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees

lA in A and lB in B at the 2t � 1-th step. The self-
averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
graphs allow us to macroscopically describe Eqs. (30) and
(31) as
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Equation (32) states that the conditional probability of a
site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1
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after the 2t � 1-th step is
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�lA . Among these sites,
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using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
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Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1
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1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as
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Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
mutual GC after the 2t-th step as
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2t-1ステップにおける
ネットワークA　におけるメッセージの式　及び　GCの評価式

2tステップにおける
ネットワークB　におけるメッセージの式　及び　GCの評価式

終ステップにおける全体グラフにおける“共通のGC”の評価式

※(40)に至る前に，各メッセージのステッ
プ間における変化量が十分小さくなるま
で，(36)~(39)の反復計算を繰り返す必要が
ある．
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite graph expression of interdependent net-
works. Double circles represent site pairs connected by inter-
network links. White squares represent links in each network,
while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
site pairs is removed in the initial failure or not. (b) Graphical
expression of Eq. (30) in A and Eq. (33) in B. (c) Graphical
expression of Eq. (31) in A and Eq. (34) in B. Shaded squares
indicate square nodes in the counterpart network, messages
from which are evaluated in the previous step and fixed in the
current update. Messages from the black squares are fixed
as si in all steps. Contributions from the shaded and black
squares are summarized as ⌧2t�1

A,i and ⌧2t
B,i in Eq. (31) and

Eq. (34), respectively. In (b) and (c), the message of the full
line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).

bipartite graph expression (Fig. 2), we get
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and
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B,i =
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a2@Bi
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a!i, (35)

where we set ⌧2tB,i = si(1��2t�1
A,i ). Solving these with the

initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.

C. Macroscopic description

To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB

=
�
lA
P

i �|@Ai|,lA�|@Bi|,lB
��1�P

i�|@Ai|,lA
P

a2@iM
A
a!i

�
, and

similarly define IBlAlB
for B.

Let us denote q2t�1
A,lAlB

as the conditional probability

that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees

lA in A and lB in B at the 2t � 1-th step. The self-
averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
graphs allow us to macroscopically describe Eqs. (30) and
(31) as

IAlAlB =
X

kA,kB

rA(kA,kB|lA,lB)

⇥
⇣
1�q2t�1A,kAkB

+q2t�1A,kAkB
(IAkAkB

)kA�1
⌘
. (36)

Equation (32) states that the conditional probability of a
site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1

A,i = 1

after the 2t � 1-th step is
�
IAlAlB

�lA . Among these sites,
only the fraction of qlAlB is active. Therefore, the condi-
tional probability that a site pair of degrees lA in A and
lB in B has ⌧2tB,i = 1 in B at the 2t-th step is evaluated as

q2tB,lAlB = qlAlB

⇣
1�

�
IAlAlB

�lA⌘
, (37)

using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
in B at the 2t-th step in a similar manner to Eq. (36) as
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⇥
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Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1

A,i =
1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as
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Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
mutual GC after the 2t-th step as

µ2t =
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�
IAlAlB

�lA⌘
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⇣
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=
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite graph expression of interdependent net-
works. Double circles represent site pairs connected by inter-
network links. White squares represent links in each network,
while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
site pairs is removed in the initial failure or not. (b) Graphical
expression of Eq. (30) in A and Eq. (33) in B. (c) Graphical
expression of Eq. (31) in A and Eq. (34) in B. Shaded squares
indicate square nodes in the counterpart network, messages
from which are evaluated in the previous step and fixed in the
current update. Messages from the black squares are fixed
as si in all steps. Contributions from the shaded and black
squares are summarized as ⌧2t�1

A,i and ⌧2t
B,i in Eq. (31) and

Eq. (34), respectively. In (b) and (c), the message of the full
line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).
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and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
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while each black square represents whether the site in A of the
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line is computed from message(s) of the broken line(s).
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initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.

C. Macroscopic description

To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB
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that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees
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averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
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Equation (32) states that the conditional probability of a
site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1

A,i = 1

after the 2t � 1-th step is
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IAlAlB

�lA . Among these sites,
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using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
in B at the 2t-th step in a similar manner to Eq. (36) as
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Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1

A,i =
1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as
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Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
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initial conditions MA
i!a = 0 or MB

i!a = 0 at each step
and inserting the resultant values of Eqs. (32) and (35)
into Eq. (29) o↵er the size of the GC after the 2t-th step
for a given sample of interdependent networks and initial
failures.
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To evaluate the typical size of the mutual GC when
the interdependent networks are generated as mentioned
in section II and su↵er from RFs or TAs, we assume that
each site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B is kept ac-
tive with a degree pair dependent probability qlAlB as a
consequence of the failures. The key idea of our anal-
ysis is basically the same as that for single networks;
namely, we describe the system using conditional fre-
quencies that a site pair characterized by a pair of de-
grees lA in A and lB in B receives messages of unity from
connected links in A and B. For this, we define IAlAlB
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as the conditional probability

that ⌧2t�1
A,i takes a value of unity for site pairs of degrees

lA in A and lB in B at the 2t � 1-th step. The self-
averaging property and the tree-like nature of random
graphs allow us to macroscopically describe Eqs. (30) and
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Equation (32) states that the conditional probability of a
site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B having �2t�1

A,i = 1

after the 2t � 1-th step is
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IAlAlB

�lA . Among these sites,
only the fraction of qlAlB is active. Therefore, the condi-
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using the solution of Eq. (36). Equation (37) makes it
possible to macroscopically describe the cavity equation
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1�q2tB,kAkB

+q2tB,kAkB
(IBkAkB

)kB�1
�
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Using the solution of Eq. (38), the conditional probability
that a site pair of degrees lA in A and lB in B has ⌧2t+1

A,i =
1 in A at the 2t+ 1-step is evaluated as

q2t+1
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= qlAlB
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Equation (29) gives the expectation of the size of the
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Equations (36)–(40) constitute the main result of the
present paper.

One thing is noteworthy here. Similar to the case of
single networks, Eq. (36) always allows a trivial solution
of IAlAlB

= 1, which becomes stable when su�ciently small

q2t�1
A,lAlB

values are set for all pairs of lA and lB. This yields

q2tB,lAlB
= 0 for all pairs of lA and lB in Eq. (37), which

makes IBlAlB
= 1 the unique and stable solution of Eq. (38)

at the 2t-th step, o↵ering µ2t = 0. In addition, at the
subsequent 2t+ 1-th step, q2t+1

A,lAlB
= 0 holds for all pairs

of lA and lB, which once more guarantees that the trivial
solution is stable. This means that unlike the case of sin-
gle networks, the trivial solution of µ⇤ = limt!1 µ2t = 0
is always locally stable in the dynamics of Eqs. (36)–(39)
irrespective of the strength of the RFs. A finite µ⇤ is ob-
tained when su�ciently large q1A,lAlB

= qlAlB values are
set in the initial step for all pairs of lA and lB. As a
consequence, the transition of a finite value of µ⇤ to zero
generally occurs in a discontinuous manner for interde-
pendent networks even when degree–degree correlations
are taken into account. Earlier studies, however, have al-
ready reported the occurrence of the discontinuous tran-
sition for a few specific examples [11, 20, 26].

D. Relationship with earlier studies

In [20], the case involving the highest internetwork
degree–degree correlation (P (kA, kB) = �kB,kAp(kA)) and
no intranetwork degree–degree correlation (rA(k, l) =
rB(k, l) = r(k)r(l)) is examined for degree-independent
RFs characterized by qlAlB = q. In such a case, we
can assume that IAlAlB

= IBlAlB
= I, ignoring the depen-

dence on the degree and network. Further, we can set
limt!1 q2t�1

A,ll = limt!1 q2tB,ll = q(1 � I l) because of the
symmetry between networks A and B. Inserting these
into Eq. (36), in conjunction with rA(kA, kB|lA, lB) =
�kB,kAr(kA)�lA,lB , we obtain an equation concerning I:

I = 1� q (1� IH(I)) + q
�
H(I)� IH(I2)

�

= 1� q
�
1� (I + 1)H(I) + IH(I2)

�
, (41)

which is equivalent to Eq. (36) in [20]. The size of the
mutual GC for t ! 1 is evaluated by inserting IAlAlB

=
IBlAlB

= I into Eq. (40) for P (kA, kB) = �kB,kAp(kA). This
provides the expression

µ⇤ = q
�
1� 2G(I) +G(I2)

�
, (42)

which is also equivalent to Eq. (35) in [20].
In [11], the case of no intranetwork degree–

degree correlation (rA(k, l) = rA(k)rA(l), rB(k, l) =
rB(k)rB(l)) and no internetwork degree–degree correla-
tion (P (kA, kB) = pA(kA)pB(kB)) is discussed. In such a
case, one can set IAlAlB

= IA and IBlAlB
= IB by ignoring

the site dependence. Let us focus on the case of degree
independent RFs qlAlB = q and the convergent state. In-
serting rA(kA, kB|lA, lB) = pB(kB)rA(kA) into Eq. (36)

yields

IA = 1� qB + qB

 
X

kA

rA(kA)I
kA�1
A

!

= 1� qB + qBfA, (43)

or alternatively

fA = HA(1� qB + qBfA), (44)

where HA(x) =
P

k rA(k)x
k�1 and fA = HA(IA). In a

similar manner, Eq. (38) o↵ers

fB = HB(1� qA + qAfB), (45)

where HB(x) =
P

k rB(k)x
k�1. Equations (39) and

(37) provide qA and qB in Eqs. (44) and (45) in a self-
consistent manner as

qA = q

 
1�

X

k

pA(k)I
k
A

!

= q (1�GA(1� qB + qBfA)) (46)

and

qB = q (1�GB(1� qA + qAfB)) , (47)

respectively, where GA(x) =
P

k pA(k)x
k and GB(x) =P

k pB(k)x
k. Equations (44)–(47) constitute a set of con-

ditions for determining four variables: fA, fB, qA, and qB.
Using these variables, the size of the mutual GC is eval-
uated as

µ⇤ = q (1�GA(1� qB + qBfA))
⇥ (1�GB(1� qA + qAfB)) . (48)

For Erdös-Renyi ensembles in particular, which are
characterized by pA(k) = e�aak/k! and pB(k) =
e�bbk/k!, Eqs. (44)–(47) can be summarized as two equa-
tions, since GA(x) and GB(x) accord to HA(x) and
HB(x), respectively, as GA(x) = HA(x) = exp(a(x� 1))
and GB(x) = HB(x) = exp(b(x� 1)). The resultant cou-
pled equations can be read as

fA = exp (�a(fA � 1)(fB � 1)) (49)

and

fB = exp (�b(fA � 1)(fB � 1)) , (50)

which are identical to Eq. (14) in the supplemental infor-
mation of [11].

These two examples show that our scheme can be ex-
pressed compactly using the generating functions when
the macroscopic cavity variables IAlAlB

and IBlAlB
are in-

dependent of the degrees lA and lB as a consequence of
the assumed statistical features of objective systems and
failures. However, correlations of the degrees and/or site
dependence of the failures induces degree dependence of
the macroscopic cavity variables. In such cases, one has
no choice but to directly handle Eqs. (36)–(40) to theoret-
ically describe the behavior of interdependent networks.

などの解は常に安定であることが分かる．
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Equations (36)–(40) constitute the main result of the
present paper.

One thing is noteworthy here. Similar to the case of
single networks, Eq. (36) always allows a trivial solution
of IAlAlB

= 1, which becomes stable when su�ciently small

q2t�1
A,lAlB

values are set for all pairs of lA and lB. This yields

q2tB,lAlB
= 0 for all pairs of lA and lB in Eq. (37), which

makes IBlAlB
= 1 the unique and stable solution of Eq. (38)

at the 2t-th step, o↵ering µ2t = 0. In addition, at the
subsequent 2t+ 1-th step, q2t+1

A,lAlB
= 0 holds for all pairs

of lA and lB, which once more guarantees that the trivial
solution is stable. This means that unlike the case of sin-
gle networks, the trivial solution of µ⇤ = limt!1 µ2t = 0
is always locally stable in the dynamics of Eqs. (36)–(39)
irrespective of the strength of the RFs. A finite µ⇤ is ob-
tained when su�ciently large q1A,lAlB

= qlAlB values are
set in the initial step for all pairs of lA and lB. As a
consequence, the transition of a finite value of µ⇤ to zero
generally occurs in a discontinuous manner for interde-
pendent networks even when degree–degree correlations
are taken into account. Earlier studies, however, have al-
ready reported the occurrence of the discontinuous tran-
sition for a few specific examples [11, 20, 26].

D. Relationship with earlier studies

In [20], the case involving the highest internetwork
degree–degree correlation (P (kA, kB) = �kB,kAp(kA)) and
no intranetwork degree–degree correlation (rA(k, l) =
rB(k, l) = r(k)r(l)) is examined for degree-independent
RFs characterized by qlAlB = q. In such a case, we
can assume that IAlAlB

= IBlAlB
= I, ignoring the depen-

dence on the degree and network. Further, we can set
limt!1 q2t�1

A,ll = limt!1 q2tB,ll = q(1 � I l) because of the
symmetry between networks A and B. Inserting these
into Eq. (36), in conjunction with rA(kA, kB|lA, lB) =
�kB,kAr(kA)�lA,lB , we obtain an equation concerning I:

I = 1� q (1� IH(I)) + q
�
H(I)� IH(I2)

�

= 1� q
�
1� (I + 1)H(I) + IH(I2)

�
, (41)

which is equivalent to Eq. (36) in [20]. The size of the
mutual GC for t ! 1 is evaluated by inserting IAlAlB

=
IBlAlB

= I into Eq. (40) for P (kA, kB) = �kB,kAp(kA). This
provides the expression

µ⇤ = q
�
1� 2G(I) +G(I2)

�
, (42)

which is also equivalent to Eq. (35) in [20].
In [11], the case of no intranetwork degree–

degree correlation (rA(k, l) = rA(k)rA(l), rB(k, l) =
rB(k)rB(l)) and no internetwork degree–degree correla-
tion (P (kA, kB) = pA(kA)pB(kB)) is discussed. In such a
case, one can set IAlAlB

= IA and IBlAlB
= IB by ignoring

the site dependence. Let us focus on the case of degree
independent RFs qlAlB = q and the convergent state. In-
serting rA(kA, kB|lA, lB) = pB(kB)rA(kA) into Eq. (36)

yields

IA = 1� qB + qB

 
X

kA

rA(kA)I
kA�1
A

!

= 1� qB + qBfA, (43)

or alternatively

fA = HA(1� qB + qBfA), (44)

where HA(x) =
P

k rA(k)x
k�1 and fA = HA(IA). In a

similar manner, Eq. (38) o↵ers

fB = HB(1� qA + qAfB), (45)

where HB(x) =
P

k rB(k)x
k�1. Equations (39) and

(37) provide qA and qB in Eqs. (44) and (45) in a self-
consistent manner as

qA = q

 
1�

X

k

pA(k)I
k
A

!

= q (1�GA(1� qB + qBfA)) (46)

and

qB = q (1�GB(1� qA + qAfB)) , (47)

respectively, where GA(x) =
P

k pA(k)x
k and GB(x) =P

k pB(k)x
k. Equations (44)–(47) constitute a set of con-

ditions for determining four variables: fA, fB, qA, and qB.
Using these variables, the size of the mutual GC is eval-
uated as

µ⇤ = q (1�GA(1� qB + qBfA))
⇥ (1�GB(1� qA + qAfB)) . (48)

For Erdös-Renyi ensembles in particular, which are
characterized by pA(k) = e�aak/k! and pB(k) =
e�bbk/k!, Eqs. (44)–(47) can be summarized as two equa-
tions, since GA(x) and GB(x) accord to HA(x) and
HB(x), respectively, as GA(x) = HA(x) = exp(a(x� 1))
and GB(x) = HB(x) = exp(b(x� 1)). The resultant cou-
pled equations can be read as

fA = exp (�a(fA � 1)(fB � 1)) (49)

and

fB = exp (�b(fA � 1)(fB � 1)) , (50)

which are identical to Eq. (14) in the supplemental infor-
mation of [11].

These two examples show that our scheme can be ex-
pressed compactly using the generating functions when
the macroscopic cavity variables IAlAlB

and IBlAlB
are in-

dependent of the degrees lA and lB as a consequence of
the assumed statistical features of objective systems and
failures. However, correlations of the degrees and/or site
dependence of the failures induces degree dependence of
the macroscopic cavity variables. In such cases, one has
no choice but to directly handle Eqs. (36)–(40) to theoret-
ically describe the behavior of interdependent networks.

は常に局所安定である．これより	
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Equations (36)–(40) constitute the main result of the
present paper.

One thing is noteworthy here. Similar to the case of
single networks, Eq. (36) always allows a trivial solution
of IAlAlB

= 1, which becomes stable when su�ciently small

q2t�1
A,lAlB

values are set for all pairs of lA and lB. This yields

q2tB,lAlB
= 0 for all pairs of lA and lB in Eq. (37), which

makes IBlAlB
= 1 the unique and stable solution of Eq. (38)

at the 2t-th step, o↵ering µ2t = 0. In addition, at the
subsequent 2t+ 1-th step, q2t+1

A,lAlB
= 0 holds for all pairs

of lA and lB, which once more guarantees that the trivial
solution is stable. This means that unlike the case of sin-
gle networks, the trivial solution of µ⇤ = limt!1 µ2t = 0
is always locally stable in the dynamics of Eqs. (36)–(39)
irrespective of the strength of the RFs. A finite µ⇤ is ob-
tained when su�ciently large q1A,lAlB

= qlAlB values are
set in the initial step for all pairs of lA and lB. As a
consequence, the transition of a finite value of µ⇤ to zero
generally occurs in a discontinuous manner for interde-
pendent networks even when degree–degree correlations
are taken into account. Earlier studies, however, have al-
ready reported the occurrence of the discontinuous tran-
sition for a few specific examples [11, 17, 19].

D. Relationship with earlier studies

In [17], the case involving the highest internetwork
degree–degree correlation (P (kA, kB) = �kB,kAp(kA)) and
no intranetwork degree–degree correlation (rA(k, l) =
rB(k, l) = r(k)r(l)) is examined for degree-independent
RFs characterized by qlAlB = q. In such a case, we
can assume that IAlAlB

= IBlAlB
= I, ignoring the depen-

dence on the degree and network. Further, we can set
limt!1 q2t�1

A,ll = limt!1 q2tB,ll = q(1 � I l) because of the
symmetry between networks A and B. Inserting these
into Eq. (36), in conjunction with rA(kA, kB|lA, lB) =
�kB,kAr(kA)�lA,lB , we obtain an equation concerning I:

I = 1� q (1� IH(I)) + q
�
H(I)� IH(I2)

�

= 1� q
�
1� (I + 1)H(I) + IH(I2)

�
, (41)

which is equivalent to Eq. (36) in [17]. The size of the
mutual GC for t ! 1 is evaluated by inserting IAlAlB

=
IBlAlB

= I into Eq. (40) for P (kA, kB) = �kB,kAp(kA). This
provides the expression

µ⇤ = q
�
1� 2G(I) +G(I2)

�
, (42)

which is also equivalent to Eq. (35) in [17].
In [11], the case of no intranetwork degree–

degree correlation (rA(k, l) = rA(k)rA(l), rB(k, l) =
rB(k)rB(l)) and no internetwork degree–degree correla-
tion (P (kA, kB) = pA(kA)pB(kB)) is discussed. In such a
case, one can set IAlAlB

= IA and IBlAlB
= IB by ignoring

the site dependence. Let us focus on the case of degree
independent RFs qlAlB = q and the convergent state. In-
serting rA(kA, kB|lA, lB) = pB(kB)rA(kA) into Eq. (36)

yields

IA = 1� qB + qB

 
X

kA

rA(kA)I
kA�1
A

!

= 1� qB + qBfA, (43)

or alternatively

fA = HA(1� qB + qBfA), (44)

where HA(x) =
P

k rA(k)x
k�1 and fA = HA(IA). In a

similar manner, Eq. (38) o↵ers

fB = HB(1� qA + qAfB), (45)

where HB(x) =
P

k rB(k)x
k�1. Equations (39) and

(37) provide qA and qB in Eqs. (44) and (45) in a self-
consistent manner as

qA = q

 
1�

X

k

pA(k)I
k
A

!

= q (1�GA(1� qB + qBfA)) (46)

and

qB = q (1�GB(1� qA + qAfB)) , (47)

respectively, where GA(x) =
P

k pA(k)x
k and GB(x) =P

k pB(k)x
k. Equations (44)–(47) constitute a set of con-

ditions for determining four variables: fA, fB, qA, and qB.
Using these variables, the size of the mutual GC is eval-
uated as

µ⇤ = q (1�GA(1� qB + qBfA))
⇥ (1�GB(1� qA + qAfB)) . (48)

For Erdös-Renyi ensembles in particular, which are
characterized by pA(k) = e�aak/k! and pB(k) =
e�bbk/k!, Eqs. (44)–(47) can be summarized as two equa-
tions, since GA(x) and GB(x) accord to HA(x) and
HB(x), respectively, as GA(x) = HA(x) = exp(a(x� 1))
and GB(x) = HB(x) = exp(b(x� 1)). The resultant cou-
pled equations can be read as

fA = exp (�a(fA � 1)(fB � 1)) (49)

and

fB = exp (�b(fA � 1)(fB � 1)) , (50)

which are identical to Eq. (14) in the supplemental infor-
mation of [11].

These two examples show that our scheme can be ex-
pressed compactly using the generating functions when
the macroscopic cavity variables IAlAlB

and IBlAlB
are in-

dependent of the degrees lA and lB as a consequence of
the assumed statistical features of objective systems and
failures. However, correlations of the degrees and/or site
dependence of the failures induces degree dependence of
the macroscopic cavity variables. In such cases, one has
no choice but to directly handle Eqs. (36)–(40) to theoret-
ically describe the behavior of interdependent networks.

次数相関を考慮した場合についても，転移が不連続（一次）相転移であることも
この事から分かる．
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数値実験

1.  ランダム2ピークネットワーク（次数4，50％，次数6，50％，全サイト
数10000）を2つ用意する．このモデルに対してピアソン係数を設定す
ると，次数間の接続確率がユニークに定まる．ボンドの再接続によっ
て次数相関（ネットワーク内）を与える．ネットワーク間の次数相関
に関しては片方のネットワークのサイトインデックスを入れ替える事
によって与える．

2.  ランダム除去（サイトの生存確率が，次数によらず一定，ターゲット
アタック（全体の生存確率が50%以下の場合，次数6のみ故障．一方で
全体の生存確率が50%以上の場合，次数6のサイトは全て故障，残りに
関して，次数4のサイトを故障させる）どちらにおいても，個別のサイ
トに対して確率的に生存ラベルを割り振り，GCの判定プログラムに
よって，GCを求める．両方のコンポーネントの割り振りが一致するま
で，ボンド破壊を反復的に繰り返す．

3.  終的な共通のGCの大きさを求めることを条件ごとに50回ほど繰り返
し，期待値とする．
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V. NUMERICAL TESTS AND RESULTS

A. The flow

To confirm the validity of the analytical scheme, we
carried out numerical experiments using interdependent
networks of N = 10000 characterized by a set of joint de-
gree distributions P (kA, kB), rA(kA, lA), and rB(kB, lB)
on the basis of the Monte Carlo algorithm proposed in
[39]. We measured the size of the GC using the algorithm
proposed in [43, 44]. To trigger the cascade phenomena,
sites in the constructed network A were removed ran-
domly (RF) or preferentially (TA). In each case, we eval-
uated the size of the mutual GC after convergence and
compared it with the analytical solution obtained by the
cavity method.

The topology of the networks plays a central role in
the cascade phenomena. As a simple but nontrivial ex-
ample, we focused on a two-peak model (pA(4) = pA(6) =
pB(4) = pB(6) = 0.5). In such models, the intranetwork
degree–degree correlations can be uniquely specified by
the Pearson coe�cient, which is denoted as CA and CB

for sub-networks A and B, respectively. However, the in-
fluence of the internetwork degree–degree correlations be-
tween networks A and B cannot be fully characterized by
only the Pearson coe�cient of P (kA, kB), denoted as CI,
because pairs of (kA = 4, kB = 6) and (kA = 6, kB = 4)
are a↵ected by the initial removal in di↵erent ways for
TAs. However, for brevity, we suppose that the fraction
of these pairs are the same, which enables us to character-
ize the intra- and internetwork degree–degree correlations
by three parameters” (CA, CB, CI).

The manner in which the failures occur also influences
the size of the mutual GC. In the case of RF, the random-
ness of the initial removal means that the initial survival
probability of the site pairs does not depend on their de-
gree pairs. For a TA, however, site pairs that have a
higher degree in A are removed preferentially, and how
the removal influences the sites in B in the first stage
depends on the internetwork degree–degree correlation.
This implies that the robustness of the interdependent
networks can depend on the internetwork degree–degree
correlations in a nontrivial manner.

B. Results and discussion

Figures 3 and 4 show how the size of the mutual GC de-
pends on the fraction of initial failures in the cases of TAs
and RFs, respectively. The solid lines represent estimates
obtained from the cavity method, while the symbols de-
note the results of the numerical experiments. The re-
sults are in agreement with an excellent accuracy, which
validates our cavity-based analytical scheme. The figures
indicate that the percolation transition of the interdepen-
dent networks remains discontinuous irrespective of the
introduction of the intra- and/or internetwork degree–
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Cascade phenomena of two-peak inter-
dependent networks triggered by a TA. Each symbol repre-
sents the size of the mutual GC evaluated from 50 experiments
for networks of N = 10000. Statistical errors are smaller than
the size of the symbols.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Cascade phenomena of two-peak inter-
dependent networks triggered by a RF. Each symbol repre-
sents the size of the mutual GC evaluated from 50 experiments
for networks of N = 10000. Statistical errors are smaller than
the size of the symbols.

degree correlations.
Figs. 5 (a), (b), and (c) show how the percolation

threshold depends on the intranetwork degree correla-
tions for a TA. The results indicate that the percolation
threshold depends strongly on the various degree corre-
lations, and the interdependent networks become more
tolerant by introducing assortative intranetwork degree–
degree correlations to each network in the presence of the
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tions for a TA. The results indicate that the percolation
threshold depends strongly on the various degree corre-
lations, and the interdependent networks become more
tolerant by introducing assortative intranetwork degree–
degree correlations to each network in the presence of the

結果

ランダム除去ターゲットアタック

1次相転移がどちらでも確認される．
解析結果（各線）と数値実験（各マーカー）が高い精度で一致していることが確認
される．
※転移点は左にいくほどロバスト
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Percolation threshold as a function
of the Pearson coe�cient of network A, CA, in the case of
a TA; (a), (b), and (c) correspond to three di↵erent values
of the Pearson coe�cient for the internetwork degree–degree
correlations CI = 0.5, 0, and �0.5, respectively. Results are
shown for di↵erent values of the Pearson coe�cient of network
B CB: 0.7 (solid red line; assortative), 0 (dashed green line;
neutral), and �0.5 (dash-dotted blue line: disassortative).
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Percolation threshold as a function of
the Pearson coe�cient of network A, CA, in the case of RF.
The same lines as those in Fig. 5 are used.

結果（スレッショルドのパラメータに対する変化）

ターゲットアタック ランダム除去

•  縦軸に転移点の値
(生存率，下にいくほど
ロバスト）
•  横軸にAにおける相関
•  色別に
赤，Bにおいて正相関
緑，Bにおいて無相関
青，Bにおいて負相関
•  位置別に
上，グラフ間　正相関
中，グラフ間　無相関
下，グラフ間　負相関

ランダム除去の場合は，
各相関パラメータを変
化させても，転移点の
変化はターゲットア
タックに比べると小さ
い．

一方でターゲットア
タックの場合は，相関
によって差が見られる．
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総括

•  ネットワーク間，ネットワーク内に次数相関（degree-degree  correlation）
のある相互依存ネットワークにおいて，ランダム除去，ターゲットアタック
を施したときのGCの大きさについてCavity法により解析的に評価し，その値
が0になるところから転移点を見積もった．

•  上述した次数相関のある場合においても，転移が一次転移（不連続転移）で
あることが解析表現により確認した．

•  広く用いられる”generating  function  method”  との対応を考えた．相関の
無い場合においてGCの値に関して導出される結果はCavity法と等価であるこ
とがわかった．

•  2ピーク相互依存ネットワークにおける転移点を実験的に評価し，解析的に
（間接的に）評価した転移点と比較した結果，良い精度で一致した．

•  2ピーク相互依存ネットワークにおけるランダムアタックの場合，次数相関
の転移点に与える影響はあまり見受けられない．しかしターゲットアタック
の場合，逆に顕著な影響が見られる． もロバストな条件はネットワーク内
でどちらも正の相関，ネットワーク間で負の相関，を持つ場合である．
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パーコレーション（浸透）

要素同士の結びつきが重要な意味をもつシステム（ネットワーク）は多
く存在するが、重要な性質の一つにロバスト性がある。

要素が正常に機能しているかどうかをサイトの占有確率で置き換える。
（要素間の機能に焦点を当てるときはボンドの占有確率を考える。）
この占有確率を変化させてグラフにおけるクラスター（コンポーネン
ト）を計測することで、故障に対する耐性を評価できる。これはグラフ
におけるパーコレーション過程として現在までに非常に多くの研究がな
されている。

歴史的には1957年にBroadbent  とHammersleyが静的ランダム媒質を流れ
る液体の流れを解析するためにラティスモデルを導入したのが 初とさ
れる。
種々の故障，破壊に対して高いロバスト性を持つような要素の接続パ
ターンは如何なるものかを追求する。

	   参考文献	  
S.R.Broadbent	  	  and	  J.M.Hammersley(1957)	  S.Kirkpatrick(1973)	  	  J.Hoshen	  and	  R.Kopelman(1976)	  
D.S.Callaway,M.E.J.Newmann,S.H.Strogatz	  and	  D.J.Wa\s(2000)　　　　　etc…	  
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network n r
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physics coauthorshipa 52 909 0.363
biology coauthorshipa 1 520 251 0.127
mathematics coauthorshipb 253 339 0.120
film actor collaborationsc 449 913 0.208
company directorsd 7 673 0.276
Internete 10 697 !0.189
World-Wide Webf 269 504 !0.065
protein interactionsg 2 115 !0.156
neural networkh 307 !0.163
food webi 92 !0.276

m
od

el
s random graphu 0
Callaway et al.v !/(1 + 2!)
Barabási and Albertw 0

TABLE I: Size n and assortativity coe!cient r for a num-
ber of di"erent networks: collaboration networks of (a) sci-
entists in physics and biology [16], (b) mathematicians [17],
(c) film actors [4], and (d) businesspeople [18]; (e) connections
between autonomous systems on the Internet [19]; (f) undi-
rected hyperlinks between Web pages in a single domain [6];
(g) protein-protein interaction network in yeast [20]; (h) undi-
rected (and unweighted) synaptic connections in the neu-
ral network of the nematode C. Elegans [4]; (i) undirected
trophic relations in the food web of Little Rock Lake, Wis-
consin [21]. The last three lines give analytic results for model
networks in the limit of large network size: (u) the random
graph of Erdős and Rényi [22]; (v) the grown graph model of
Callaway et al. [15]; (w) the preferential attachment model of
Barabási and Albert [6].

where ji, ki are the degrees of the vertices at the ends of
the ith edge, with i = 1 . . .M [36].

In Table I we show values of r for a variety of real-world
networks. As the table shows, of the social networks
studied (the top five entries in the table) all have signifi-
cant assortative mixing, which accords with accepted wis-
dom within the sociological community. By contrast, the
technological and biological networks studied (the mid-
dle five entries) all have disassortative mixing—high de-
gree vertices preferentially connect with low degree ones
and vice versa. Various explanations for this observation
suggest themselves. In the case of the Internet, for ex-
ample, it appears that the high degree vertices mostly
represent connectivity providers—telephone companies
and other communications carriers—who typically have
a large number of connections to clients who themselves
have only a single connection [19]. Thus the high-degree
vertices do indeed tend to be connected to the low-degree
ones.

We have also calculated r analytically for three mod-
els of networks: (1) the random graph of Erdős and
Rényi [22], in which edges are placed at random between
a fixed set of vertices; (2) the grown graph model of
Callaway et al. [15], in which both edges and vertices
are added at random at constant but possibly di!erent
rates, the ratio of the rates being denoted !; (3) the grown
graph model of Barabási and Albert [6], in which both
edges and vertices are added, and one end of each edge
is added with linear preferential attachment.

For the random graph, since edges are placed at ran-
dom without regard to vertex degree it follows trivially
that r = 0 in the limit of large graph size. The model
of Callaway et al. however, although apparently similar
in construction, gives a markedly di!erent result. From
Eq. (21) of Ref. 15, ejk for this model satisfies the recur-
rence relation

(1 + 4!)ejk = 2!(ej!1,k + ej,k!1) + pjpk, (5)

and the degree distribution is pk = (2!)k/(1 + 2!)k+1.
Substituting into Eq. (3) and making use of Eq. (2), we
then find that r = !/(1 + 2!). Thus the model shows
significant assortative mixing, with a maximum value of
r = 1

2 in the limit of large !. This agrees with intu-
ition [15]: in the grown graph the older vertices have
higher degree and also tend to have higher probability
of being connected to one another, simply by virtue of
being around for longer. Thus one would expect positive
assortative mixing.

The model of Barabási and Albert [6] provides an inter-
esting counter-example to this intuition. Although this
is a grown graph model, in which again older vertices
have higher degree [23], it shows no assortative mixing at
all. Making use of Eq. (42) of Ref. 24 we can show that
ejk for the model of Barabási and Albert goes asymp-
totically as 1/(j2k2) ! 6/(j + k)4 in the limit of large j
and k, which implies that r " 0 as (log2 N)/N as N
becomes large. The model of Barabási and Albert has
been used as a model of the structure of the Internet and
the World-Wide Web. Since these networks show signif-
icant disassortative mixing however (Table I), it is clear
that the model is incomplete. It is an interesting open
question what type of network evolution processes could
explain the values of r observed in real-world networks.

Turning now to theoretical developments, we propose
a simple model of an assortatively mixed network, which
is exactly solvable for many of its properties in the limit
of large graph size. Consider the ensemble of graphs in
which the distribution ejk takes a specified value. This
defines a random graph model similar in concept to the
random graphs with specified degree sequence [5, 25, 26],
except for the added element of assortative mixing.

Consider a typical member of this ensemble in the limit
of large graph size, and consider a randomly chosen edge
in that graph, one end of which is attached to a vertex of
degree j. We ask what the probability distribution is of
the number of other vertices reachable by following that
edge. Let this probability distribution be generated by a
generating function Gj(x), which depends in general on
the degree j of the starting vertex. By arguments similar
to those of Ref. 5, we can show that Gj(x) must satisfy
a self-consistency condition of the form

Gj(x) = x

!

k ejk

"

Gk(x)
#k

!

k ejk
, (6)

while the number of vertices reachable from a randomly
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the intra- and internetwork degree–degree correlations on
the robustness of interdependent networks. Our method
is based on the statistical mechanics cavity method de-
veloped for disordered systems [40–42] and evaluates the
probability that a pair of interdependent sites character-
ized by their degrees belongs to the GC by utilizing the
tree approximation under the assumption that a GC of
size O(N) is formed.
The resultant methodology can be regarded as a gener-

alization of the well-known generating function formalism
(GFF) that systematically evaluates various topological
quantities by converting a graph into a transcendental
equation of a single variable. One can analytically show
that our methodology is reduced to the GFF in the ab-
sence of any degree correlations; solving a set of nonlin-
ear equations with respect to multiple variables, which
cannot be achieved with the standard GFF, is indispens-
able for evaluating the size of the GC in the presence of
degree–degree correlations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

In section II, we briefly summarize the elemental con-
cepts necessary for our investigation. In section III, we
develop our analytical methodology on the basis of the
cavity method and discuss its relationship with the GFF.
In section IV, which is the main part of this paper, we
demonstrate how the developed method is applied to in-
terdependent networks, with the results for simple ex-
amples shown in section V. We end the paper with a
summary.

II. PRELIMINARIES ON NETWORKS

We introduce here the definitions of several concepts
that are necessary for our analysis of interdependent net-
works. We denote the degree distribution by p(k), which
indicates the fraction of sites of degree k in a network.
Based on this, we can define the degree distribution of
a bond r(k), which represents the probability that one
terminal of a randomly chosen bond has degree k:

r(k) =
kp(k)P
l lp(l)

=
kp(k)

hki , (1)

where hki is the average degree when a site in the network
is chosen randomly.
Although the degree distribution is a fundamental fea-

ture, it is not su�cient to fully characterize the network
properties [39]. For instance, social networks exhibit
the assortative tendency that high-degree sites attach to
other high-degree sites. In contrast, technological and bi-
ological networks exhibit the disassortative tendency that
high-degree sites preferentially connect with low-degree
sites, and vice versa. To introduce such tendencies in a
simple manner, we characterize our network ensembles
by utilizing the joint degree–degree distribution r(k, l),
which is the probability that the two terminal sites of a
randomly chosen bond have degrees k and l. From this

definition, one can relate r(k, l) to p(k) and r(k) as

X

l

r(k, l) = r(k) =
kp(k)P
l lp(l)

, (2)

for 8k.
Furthermore, the joint distribution is used to evaluate

the conditional distribution r(k|l), i.e., the probability
that one terminal site of a randomly chosen bond has
degree k given that the other terminal site has degree l,
as

r(k|l) = r(k, l)

r(l)
=

hkir(k, l)
lp(l)

. (3)

When the condition

r(k|l) = r(k) (4)

holds for 8k, l, the degrees of the directly connected sites
are statistically independent. To macroscopically quan-
tify the degree–degree correlations, the Pearson coe�-
cient

C =
1

�2
r

X

kl

kl(r(k, l)� r(k)r(l)), (5)

where

�r =
X

k

k2r(k)�
 
X

k

kr(k)

!2

(6)

is often used. If C is zero, then the random network is re-
garded as uncorrelated. A positive (negative) C indicates
assortative (disassortative) mixing.
In a pair of interdependent networks, labeled A and B,

we assume that each site in A is coupled with a site in B
on a one-to-one basis. We represent the probability that
a randomly chosen interdependent pair is composed of a
site of degree kA in A and a site of degree kB in B as
P (kA, kB). Let us denote the joint degree–degree distri-
bution for networks A and B as rA(kA, lA) and rB(kB, lB),
respectively, For consistency, the identities

pA(kA) =
X

kB

P (kA, kB) (7)

rA(kA) =
X

lA

rA(kA, lA) =

P
kB

kAP (kA, kB)P
kA,kB

kAP (kA, kB)
(8)

for network A, and those for network B, must hold. Using
Bayes’ formula, the conditional distribution that a site in
A has degree kA under the condition that the coupled site
in B has degree kB is evaluated as

PA(kA|kB) =
P (kA, kB)P
kB

P (kA, kB)
, (9)

and

PB(kB|kA) =
P (kA, kB)P
kA

P (kA, kB)
. (10)
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